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FOR EVERVONE IH THE BUSINESS OF MUSIC 

Dann axed in Dyke's BBC shake-up 
by Robert Ashto The BBC bas launched a complété shake up of the way it produces music programming with a sériés of moves that includes making head of music entertainment Trevor Dann redundant, axing his department and handing the power he wielded back to programme makers. Dann's departure last Friday cornes as part of the second phase of director général Greg Dyke's radi- cal restructuring of the corporation 

■;|:|k|lliilijlHJri!LIJil;llilJiliilUJil^a The 0 Zone disappear later thls year as the BBC remodels the programme as the so-called T0TP3. Aimed at 15- to 24-year-olds, 

expected to start transmission In September with a large segment featuring gossip 
main TOTP programme. It is proposed that the new show will be glven a 50-week sériés run, much longer that The 0 présenter Zone, which will continue durlng 

Cowey, Later producer Mark Cooper, 0 Zone producer Jo Pilkington, BBC Worldwide director Simon Sudbury and BBC Choioe head of program- ming Stuart Murphy. This pop board will not commis- 
n BBC2, le BBC. A ie BBC et ky says thi 

the ex rtive iost ms radio respon- bilities. TV producers within the 

division headed by Alan Yentob, who assumes overall responsibility for TV programmes such as Top Of The 

by BBC viewers and listeners in the health and popularity of pur pop music programming in radio, TV and online," he says. Achievements during his time at the corporation include launching TOTP2, winning a Bafta for the BBC's coverage of Live Aid and help- ing reshape Radio One's music poli- cy following the purge of old school DJs such as Dave Lee Travis and Simon Bâtes by the station's then head, Matthew Bannister. 

The BBC stresses that, despite Dann's departure, the restructuring will aotually give music a greater voice on TV and radio. Two new boards are being created to repre- sent and promote pop and classioal 
chaired by Radio One chief Andy Parfitt and Radio Three's Nicholas Kenyon respectively. Meanwhile, Jenny Abramsky's radio division will now be renamed radio and music. "This (renaming) reflects the 

sented on the BBC's ex mittee for the first Abramsky. A s adds, "The BBC is of huge impor- tance to both the classioal and pop- ular music industry in this country. A more efficient, stratégie way of organising music across the whole 

organise raient ano rights across the organi- sation. Parfitt adds, "The music industry should welcome these changes, which will ensure the BBC makes the best use of ils music out- put across différent formats. There are many opportunities where Radio One's live music content could be better exploited by other areas of 
welcomed by the industry. Sony communications vice président Gary Farrow says. "Ifs sad we've Iost Trevor, who was always pro-music. But Parfitt, Cowey and Cooper are d guys f( e TOTP's producer Chris Abramsky Is fantastic." 

Telstar goes online 
forCraig David push 
Telstar has teamed up with digital distribution company DX3 to mount a significant online push to pre-mar- ket the Craig David single 7 Days and his fortheoming début album. The campaign's first phase, which kicks off today (Monday) and will run until the end of the month, will see DX3 streaming a webexclu- sive full-length video, a remix of the single, artist photos and stories via DX3 portai and e-tail partners including AOL, dotmusic, World Online and Virgin.net. \ The online campaign is Telstar's first step towards globaiising the artist's marketing push, ahead of a US licensing deal - which is finaily expected to be sealed within the 

The s d part of the c paign, running through August, wi 
limited, full-length download of future single Bootyman, video streaming of the Fili Me In video and previews of three other tracks from the album, which is released on August 14. Telstar head of new média Carlos Rodrigues says that more than 70% of the album's advertis- ing budget is being spent online. 

lengthy chapter in Its hlstory last Wednesday as John Deacon (pictured) retired from the director general's post he had made his own durlng the past 21 years. Deacon, who has been succeeded in the rôle by director of légal affairs Andrew Yeates, formally stepped down at the BRI AGM at London's Bafta, where chairman Rob Dickins noted that Deacon had taken on the persona of the BRI during his rein. "He understands our business. He understands the people In our business, which takes a few years of anyone's time," said Dickins, who remarked that Deacon's partlng was a "very sad day" for many people. Keen gardener Deacon, who will remaln in a consultancy rôle until the end of the year, was presented with a solid sllver watering can as a loaving présent as well as a specially-drawn framed cartoon symbollcally capturing hlm conducting an orchestra made up of BRI chairmen. See News, p3 and Dooiey, p35 

Snook tells BRI AGM: the 
future of music is Orange 

tent owners when he outlined his vision of a wireless future at the BPI's AGM last Wednesday. Although Snook stressed he 
music content, his présentation aimed to persuade key Indépen- dant and major record company executives that Orange wlrefree devices will be the ultlmate digital dellvery platform for music. "1 passionately believe the digi- tal mobile Is not Just another Walkman," Snook told the AGM. "It has the potentlal to provide access to a whole new world of services. The mobile would give the customer clever and person- alised music sélection services... and it is good for the music indus- try because the music would either 
thlrd party, in thls case Orange, with whom the industry has a rev- enue reiatlonship. It would not be illegally downloaded free from a Napster clone." Speaklng the day before Orange unveiled a £300m cyber invest- 

Snook; woolng the Industry ment fund and new virtual news- caster and voice récognition ser- vices, Snook presented a vlew of a world controlied by wireless tech- 
In his présentation Snook sug- 

would be delivered v phones before the end c although as MW went to press Orange could not confirm détails of any label deals. Stratégie relations director Sue Lambert says the company Is In "advanced discus- sions with a broad range of music companies Including labels", the outeome of which will Inform product launches before the end of 
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a massive injection yesterday (Sunday) with Coldplay's Paadjutes lined up te become the by an entjrely 
this year. The release was nearly 15,000 saies ahead of its nearest challenger The Marshall Mathers LP by Eminem by the end of business last Thursday to put Parlophone on course for its first chart-topping album since Blur's 13 in March 1999. Its success follows the Top Five entry of the single Yellow a fortnight ago. Parlophone managing director Keith Wozencroft says he believes the 
this year towards "authenticity and quality" across musical genres. "This is a genuine record and rt's a really good début. They're great songmiters," he says. Coldplay are pictured during a performance last Monday at HMV's 150 Oxford Street store In London. 

Napster scores PR win 
in RIAA copyright battle 
Napster appeats to have «von the latest round of its ongolng PR battle with the RIAA during a spécial sum- mit ealled by the US Congress to assess whether the US Government should intervene to leglslate on the licensing of copyright online. The infamous web company announced last week that it had poached Unlversal Global 'e' senior 
Bernstein as its new chief operat- Ing officer. The move followed Senate judiciary committee chalr- man Orrln Hatch's clear message to record companles that they need to work out "falr and reasonable licensing" with online companies or face an investigation into alleged collusion. The RIAA's full trial hearing against Napster begins on July 26. 

Deacon slams doom-mongers 

as Yeates lakes on lop BPI job 
by Paul Williams John Deacon has left his post as BPI director général on a high, issu- ing a final assault on the doom mer- chants ready to sound the death knell of the music industry, Deacon, who last week formally handed over the reins to Andrew Yeates after 21 years in the job, blasted those who claim that the 
of threats posed by the ongoing technologloal révolution. "Dur industry has been viewed as doomed virtually sinoe it started," Deacon told last Wednesday's BPI AGM, noting that during the past century technologies such as radio, home taping and even computer games have threatened but failed to destroy the industry. Despite the ongoing threats, he noted that 1999 was another 

els in real terms around double those when he joined the BPI almost a quarter of a century ago. Deacon told the meeting at London's Bafta that the industry was also enjoying the best relation- ship in its history with the Government. "We've always had challenging times. Now though the politicians seems to understand our vuinerabilities and want to work with us to help," he said. He also noted that the Government had been willing to back - albeit grudgingly - the indus- try's arguments over this year's Nielsen report, whose fmdings that CDs in the UK were overpriced in relation to France, Germany and the US had been firmly rejected by the BPI. "1 hope as I stand c' re BPI is 

(I) and Deacon; cl and outgoing director-general in the best possible position t< recreate an environment to contin 

Rob Dickins, who was formally alected ohairman for a third suc- :essive year, admitted at the AGM ;hat the industry was currently los- 

be free, "Everyone in this room loves music but you don't see that ever coming across in the press and TV. Our passion for music is not such a great story, but we're investing not just economically but creatively and emotionally in our artists," said Dickins, who also 
as other genres of music restore the musical balance. At the AGM Universal's John Kennedy, Pinnacle's Steve Mason and Warner Music's Nick Phillips were formally re-elected to the BPI committee in an unopposed con- 

Capital and Storm web radio plans 
prompt industry copyright concerns 
Capital Interactive (CI) and Storm group's Internet radio plans have brought to the fore another loomlng cyberspace black hoie for music copyright owners. Cl has gained agreements in principle from BMG, EMi, 
repertoire or that o for a sériés of narrow-cast online stations set to be rolled out this autumn. The £3.5m plan, whlch will be launched under the new umbrella brand Klkldo, will also involve the emergence of a per- sonalised music service by the end of the year. Licensing détails of the deals, whlch have corne In the midst of widespread publicity for the Bruno Brookes-backed web station Storm, are understand to be far from finalised, with the labels con- cerned that rémunération should reflect the extent to whlch per- sonallsed radio might dent sales. One favoured licensing model Is a hybrld of tradltlonal commercial radio revenue-sharlng comblned 
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industry to get the best deal on generally agreed terms and ensure copyright is respected." However, Cl head of program- mlng and production Tom Laidlaw says his company would have struck a one-stop licensing deal if one had exlsted, but It was not pre- 
Laidlarv: negotiating deals with some form of licence covering programming content. Meanwhile, key industry players are calllng for a pan-industry stan- dard licence to be agreed, whlch «vould involve the création of a cen- tral administrative body invested with the power to bestow licences. PPL can only currently grant simul- cast licences to exlsting analogue or digital broadcasters. John Ousby, director of online for SMG-owned Ginger Media - owner of Virgin Radio - says indi- vldual deals will not help UK inter- net radio to compete. "The only way internet radio will work Is If 

working tltles Diva, whlch will be almed at working women through its partnershlp with Handbag.com, 
Urhan Grnnve to pick up R&B and 

The station is to employ its own customer service team to proeess CD retail via the site, distnbuted in partnershlp with EUK. Its ultimate Unlcast station, powered by US software glant HNC, will launch before the end of the year uslng listener profiling technology to détermine playlists. • see digital radio supplément, p26 

UBC to spend £1m 
on radio takeovers 
The UBC Media Group, the compa- ny behind the Pepsi Chart Show and the MTV European Music Awards, plans to increase its share of the radio production sec- tor by investing £lm from its recent stock market listing on acquisitions. UBC, which raised £4.5m when it launched on the Aim market, will also plough £1.5m into Oneword. the radio station dedicated to plays, books, comedy and reviews which broadcasts on the Digital One Network, with another £1.5m earmarked for developing its busi- 

e gaps a 

new s f i Ie IREIAND TOUGHEHS COPÏRIGHT UWS The IFPI has praised Ireland's first new copyright law since 1963 for its strong provisions against music piracy. The Irish Copyright and Related Rights Act simplifies iegal procédure in copyright cases and makes live concert bootlegging an offence for the first time. 

and Streets Online founder lan Watson have been recruited as advisore to the board of digital rights management company Tomado. The start-up hopes Ferris's label and média experience will beef up Its proposition as a preferred digital supplier to record companies. 
AOL SIGHS REAL NETWORKS LIHK-UP AOL has chosen to expand its distribution deal with Re " 

k, covering 23m s. US analysts described the move as the biggest multimédia software deal in history, sending 
RADIO GROUPS FORM ALLIANCE GWR Group, The Wireless Group and Scottish Radio Holdings have formed an alliance called The Digital Radio Group to bld for key régional digital radio multiplex licences. Five licences have been targeted by the group, Includlng 
in August), and the North West (September). 

îding Beggars 

The Brussels-based Independent Music Publishers and Labels Associabon (Impala) is l'obbying the European Commission to guard against the ongoing music industry mergers from monopolising the digital delivery market. In a newly- published positon paper Impala wants the EC to enforce rules on the proposed mergers between AOL/Time Warner, EMI/Wamer and Seagram/Vivendi to "ensure compétition rules are upheld". 
EDEL SIGNS LIQUID AUDIO DEAL Edel has taken a first step towards making its catalogue available online by Inking a distribution deal with Llquld Audio as its first preferred e-tail supplier. 

a cover of Bob Marley's Them Belly Full (But We Hungry) available only over the internet from this week to raise money for charity War Child. 
EMI LAUNCNES US DOWNLOAD TRIAIS EMi will tomorrow (Tuesday) begin its much-hyped US download trials, 

Chief executive Simon Cole says the company's G-One joint venture with Ginger Media to produce dance programmes for everyone from Kiss to Galaxy has meant UBC has that genre ci ' 

singles available via Microsoft Windows Media and Liquld Audio software at online retailers such as HMV and To«ver. The trials were 

BBC2 TO SHOW MERCURY PRIIE BBC2 is iining up two shows for this year's Technics Mercury Music Prize with the first to be broadcast on the night of the show at London's Grosvenor House Hôtel on September 12 and the second in an hour-long Saturday evening slot four days later. 
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NEW TALENT ISPARACHUTING IN O 

coverage of music, but the charts are starting to tell a différent story. The expected number one début of Coldplay's Parachutes in the albums chart on Sunday is good news - not just for the band, Parlophone and everyone else involved, but for the business as a whole. The reason is that this smacks of being a long-term hit. Although the four-piece are now graduating to the cover of the inkies, they have not yet been hyped as the Next Big Thing. Rather they have been earning their success the old fashloned way, touring and gradually building their profile. The sales success of the beautlful Yellow seems to caught radio by surprise but now it is shaping up to be a real airplay smash. And ail the feedback from their festival dates suggest that they are becoming a topiine draw. Perhaps most encouragingly, this Is a record that is going to build by word-of-mouth as much as marketing spend. If this were a lone occurrence then it would not be so noteworthy, but it is not. Travis, Moby and Macy Gray from last year and now David Gray: these are stories of quality winnlng out. And there is more to corne. Although the first six months of 2000 have been most remarkable for the pauclty of quality albums (singles has been a différent story), the second half is shaping up to offer retailers an abundance of riches. This is partly because of bankers as diverse as Madonna and Radiohead, but it is also because of the début records - early copies of which are starting to arrive in the office. Craig David? Believe the buzz. And in a completely différent vein, London's Sugar Babes have managed to corne up with a new twist on pop, Music Is an industry that feeds on hype, but lives off talent. Don't write it off just yet. Ajax Scott 

THE US IS SHOWING US HOWTOSELL Well sald Webbo - why oh why was the brand new Richard Ashcroft album available for purchase at £9.99? Ail of a sudden The Verve front man becomes a mid-price artist. In America there is a very buoyant full-price market and this sort of first-week sale does not happen. We should take a leaf out of their book. They're showing us how to market and sell albums with 'N Sync, Brltney, Eminem, Santana et al selllng millions. Retail in the US has sections devoted to introducing new and emerging bands to the market with a discounted price. This makes perfect sense. They would not, however, slot a proven higher-profile artist like Ashcroft into this market. On seeing the amount of money it is claimed Virgin paid out in advances to the former Verve frontman, it Is debatabie whether the company wlll make money, although no doubt market share is also a motivating factors. 
To mime or not to mime, that is the question - or at least it is one I have heard voiced frequently in recent weeks. If Glastonbury was anything to go by, some of our new cred gultar bands would have done better to mime. There seemed to be a distinct lack of charisma, vocal talent and stage presence. Ifs a good Job the big dance acts were there to show the boys how to put on a great stage performance. Radio One's Leeds Love Parade was an amazingly successful event, although anyone who heard the cringe-making live vocals of one current Top 20 female would be ail in favour of miming. Meanwhile, at Party in the Park almost everyone was inevitably miming. To be fair perhaps younger fans only want to see live performances for the Visual aspects like choreographed routines. But live vocals do highlight the talents of the likes of Ronan Keating, who can sing, and American professionals like Bon Jovi, although they would not accept this false miming situation on the other side of the water. That Is one reason why they have true artlsts selllng millions of dises - and why hardly any of our llttle- talented, manufactured popsters get a look in.  Tllly Rutherford's column Is a personal vlew 

HIVIV Media Group senior manage- ment met up in New York at the end of last week to reconfirm their faith In bricks-and-mortar stores for drivlng music growth. 1 A day after unveiling a 19.6% 1 hike In HMV's eamings to £83.8m before interest, tax, dépréciation and amortisation (Ebitda), chief executive Alan Glles sald the com- pany plans to open another 40 stores globally in the coming year and wlll continue to experiment with new online delivery technolo- gies for "several years". With online sales currently accounting for less than 1% of the UK market, Giles says he will not sanction one partlcular form of new technology until web-based sales 

raditional stores 
    clal sales and until then we won't 

contribute "Digital download is very the moment and we're experiment- ing with lots of différent digital methods, Including free and paid for, différent priclng models and in-store kiosks. But it'll be several years before we see meaningful commer- 

compared notes on what online "experiments" were working best. Commenting on the results for the 53 weeks to April 29, Giles says that HMV has performed weli con- sidering the fiât market. "I think the strength of the brand and manage- ment has helped us grow our share In prlnciple markets," he says. Bookseller Waterstone's per- formed poorly, with Ebitda down 25.2% to £37.2m. But Giles says that investment In an Epos System through the chain and renaming Dlllons as Waterstone's will help tum the business around.  

Smith brings 'eut and thrust' 

to Capital playlist meetings 
by Paul Williams Jeff Smith is preparing a radical overhaul of Capital FM's playlist strategy as part of his first sériés of changes since being made station programme controller. The former Radio One head of music poiicy will introduce consen- sus-style weekly playlist meetings 

Smith, whose first appointment at Capital 

changes will not t noticeable shift in emphasis of tl music being broadeast. "We're not new music for new 

music's sake. We're not there to get away new records per se, but l'm very much of the view we've got to get some future hits so the only way to do that is by playing new artists," says Smith, who adds he has decided against changes to the daytime programming line-up, although is planning weekend alter- 
Following his arrivai at Capital the station is set to step up its event activities with Smith planning to build on the success of both the recent Party In The Park and his own track record at Radio One, where he launched initiatives suoh as One Big Sunday. Following Party In The Park, 

100,000 people to London's Hyde Park and an average 2.3m viewers tuning into Channel 4, Smith says he is planning music-based events to take place in late September/ October and at Christmas. Meanwhile, Capital group direc- tor of programmes Richard Park has ruled out any drastic changes to Beat 106 following Capital's . £33.75m acquisition of the central Scotland station last week. "It wlll be business as usual because they're doing really well, but the station will be brought into our usual Systems," says Park, who oversaw a huge - and controversiai - change in programming and per- sonnel when Capital took over London-based Xfm two years ago. The acquisition of Beat 106 gives the group its first foothoid in Scotland, leaving East Anglia and Yorkshire as the only key areas where Capital does not yet have a presence. However, Park adds that the group plans to apply for the Yorkshire régional analogue licence 
lority 1; by t Radio 

• See radio analysis, p9 
Butes rejoins Powell 
for distribution déni Dave Bâtes has struck a long-term UK distribution deal for his db records label with Pinnacle. The deal means that Bâtes, who previously played a key rôle as head of A&R at Mercury/Fontana, will be working with former Mercury colleague Tony Powell - who is now managing director of Pinnacle - for the first time in 10 years. 

The Corrs take on IFPI rôle to 
push home net 
The Corrs called for artists to be given the rlght to control their own music as they were confirmed as artist spokespeople for the interna- tional music industry in Brussels last Thursday, writes Martin Talbot. The Atlantic-signed act spoke at the launch of the thlrd bi-annual 

piracy message 
important. It can't be a free-for- all." Asked how the band would fit their new responsibility in with their busy promotional schedule - their new album In Blue is released today (Monday) - Sharon Corr 

"Having worked with Tony in the past 1 know that he is a caring and 
marketing director worked hard to 
came to fruition. In the end knowing that he would be at the helm of our distribution company became the crucial faotor in our final décision," says Bâtes. 

Platinum Europe Awards staged by the IFPI at the Brussels Hôtel La Plaza as they took over the hon- orary two-year rôle from Jean Michel Jarre. Taklng on a position in which they will voice the artist community's opinions to the média and in the corridors of power, the Irish fourpiece sald that concerns about the rise of Internet piracy 

worthwhile, somethlng that's important enough, you can always find time. This effects the industry as a whole and the rest of our lives and llvellhoods as muslclans are at stake." The Corrs were among 12 artists who appeared at the evening event to pick up Platinum Europe awards with their plaque The first release under the deal will be You Cut My Hair by solo artist Tom McRae on August 21, to 
and "flle-shatlng" technologies such as Napster and MP3 were not solely about financlal Issues. 

recognlslng 10m sales across Europe. Others who appeared Included Phil Collins, Melanie C be followed by his début album on October 2. db has a licensing deal with Arlsta/BMG for the rest of the 
In an emotive appeal, Caroline Corr said, "It is about control. It Is about the right to have control over our own distribution. That's very 

(who also performed), Aqua, The Cardigans and other continental acts such as Germany's Herbert Groenemeyer. 
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New MVC TV cnmpaign aims 

to increase brand awareness 
by Mary-Louise Harding MVC is launching ils inaugural non- Christmas TV advertising campaign this month as it préparés to stock singles across the chain forthe first 

The campaign kicks off on Channel 4 on July 26 and September 26 with the "Everyfliing you could \ underlining its theme, backed up by a sales do Make A Wish Foundation. TV spend is planned for the Christmas period. Its launch cornes as part of a bid by the Kingfisher-owned chain to respond to increasing pressure on margins from both established bricks and new clicks competitors with a £5m cross-media ad spend. Commercial controller Simon Lee says the chain urgently needs to 

reversed its traditional approach retailing by seliing s for the fir 

by the end - 37 by The 10-year-old chain says nstinctively refused 

moved from head of MVC's music 
says, "We have stuck rigidly to a pol- icy of no singles, but were surprised to find that we had been quite arro- 

buy singles in MVC." Noting a tough past 12 months for the rental and retail chain in music sales - of which MVC claimed to have an album market share of 6.2% during the Christmas 1999 period - Birch adds the retailer will build a cote customer-focused approach to increase loyalty rather than chasing sales volumes. 

Another dramatic stratégie shift sees the group slow down its ambi- tious store expansion programme to five new stores this year, from a pre- viously planned 20, to focus on new i, including digital CD-burning 

MVC's new Birmingham ' Village Star City store will also retail digital hardware ranges such as MP3 and DVD players during Christmas, although there are no plans to extend this to further 
Drinks brand Martini bas chosen The Amalgamation Of Soundz's (pictured) Enchant Me for its latest advertising campaign. The track was selected by média agency HHCL & Partners whose client Bacardi Martini wanted a tune that was "uplifting and sociable". Martini focuses most of Its advertising on the Christmas period but 1s experimenting with other times of the year with a campaign on Central TV from July until December, after 
1TV network and on satellite channels. In response, Dorado Records, which first brought out Enchant Me in February 1999 on its Filter Records imprint, plans to re-release the song in January 2001. "First time around the track never managed to cross over to a wider audience, but we expect the Martini ad to generate the interest we believe it deserves," says Dorado Records promotions and marketing manager Duncan Stump. The Amalgamation Of Soundz are currently working on remlxing projects for Compost & Ubiquity Records and a techno house track for Hooj's Airtight Label. The production duo also continue to DJ across the world and have a tour planned of San Francisco and 1 idon at the Met Bar and The 

Prevezer goes it alone 
with solo PR agency 

Andy Prevezer PR Ltd launches officially on July 31 and its client list will include Polydor artlsts Sting, Sheryl Crow, Suzanne Vega, EMIott Smith, Counting Crows, Hole and The The. The ex-A&M press dlrector has recrulted former A&M colleague Phoebe Sinclair to hls new ven- ture and she is brlnglng acts Shed Seven and Helicopter Girl. "After 14 years working for a major record company it was now or never whether I branched out. The company will hopefully devel- op Into new média and non-muslc related press," says Prevezer. Prevezer moved over to hls car- rent rôle at Polydor after the A&M 

Emap splashes out on website ads Emap Digital is spending £300,000 advertising the first of its webr'" targeting local youth markets. 
15- to 34-year-olds launched last Wednesday (July 12) and combines information on clubbing and eating out with entertainment and local 

The "click" concept wiil be rolled out during the next two years to serve the seven other régions cov- ered by the média group's Big City radio network; Newcastle, Sheffield, Liverpool, Preston, Leeds, Stookton and Hull. The marketing strategy for click- manchester.com has been devised by olickuk.com, Net Décisions and média agency TCW. The above-the- line campaign begins at the end of July with poster and bus advertising in the Manchester area and ambi- ent marketing including beer mats and washroom posters. Emap Digital chief executive Paul Keenan says the next click site will be launched in the autumn, although the company has yet to confirm for which city. "This is an important launch for Emap because it reaffirms its strengths in target- 
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Ing the important youth démograph- ie and we want to talk to record companies about advertising, spon- sorship and linkingsites," he says. ClickUK.com managing director Tom Hunter says the sites will attract promotional support from music and lifestyle brands. "The synergy between the sites and Big City stations will be powerful and we also have strong links to other dominant Emap brands such as 

The organisers of November's Pop 2000 have confirmed Capltak owned BRMB as Its radio média partner and is calllng on the music industry to take an active rôle In the educa- tional aspect of the youth lifestyle event. Pop 2000 takes place at the NEC In BRMB 
promotion and compétitions from September and possible dual-brand- ing extemal advertising. The station will also host a stage using its own presenters. BRMB co-promotion manager Paul Flower says, "If anyone Is hold- ing an event of this size in our back- yard, targeting the teen market that 

XFMGEARS UPfOR DIGITAi LAUNCH Xfm is promotlng its launch on digital radio In London, Birmingham and Manchester by inserting Its quarterly fanzine-style magazine X-Ray Into 100,000 copies of the latest Big Issue. The station has also booked a back cover ad and Included a compétition offering digital recelvers as prizes. Xfm was launched via the Digital platform, the joint venture between the Capital 
June 7. During the next few months Xfm will launch via digital in South Yorkshlre, Cardlff, Edlnburgh, Tyne & Wear, Bristol and Bath, Wolverhampton, Liverpool and Teeslde, 
LAUNCH UNITES PR AND PLUGGING PR company Quite Great Publicity and independent promotions agency Wood For 
form a new business called The Alliance. Wood For The Trees managing director Martin Nelson, who was formerly 
Phonogram/Mercury Records, says there is an increasing need for piugging and press teams to work together on projects. Quite Great Publicity managing director and former Polydor head of press Pete Bassett says, "The Alliance will act as an umbrella for both companies while allowing us to 

BRMB signs up as Pop 2000 backer 

2000 Include S 

where appropriate." 
WORLDPOP JOINS BA Worldpop.com has formed a marketing partnership with Brltlsh Airways' budget alrline Go, which will receive full branding on the web company's Iblza site home page. This is the first time Go has used SMS text messaging which will Inform vlsltors to the site of the airlines Iblza service 
TESCOTOBACK BRISTOL FIESTA GWR FM and grocery chain Tesco are co-sponsoring the 22nd Bristol International Balloon Resta on August 10-13 which features a free concert with performances by Alice Deejay, Louise, Damage, Precious, Scoooh and Nu Génération. 

certified platlnum by the BPI last week, as was Andréa Bocelll's Sogno album. Gold album awards went to Coldplay's Parachutes and In Blue by The Corrs. A gold award also went to Ronan Keatlng's LlfrHs-A" Rôllercoaster single. 
HOWIV SHOWS' RAIINGS COMPARE 

be broadeast from the NEC on Sunday November 19. The event will also include stands and talks promotlng the fashlon. Interactive and music Industries with Frlday November 17 dedicated as an educational day. "We have been pleased with the response from 
be talking to labels during the next Involved. We are the only radio part- month to encourage them to take ner and one of our main rôles is to part by providing représentatives use our branding to drive advance who can talk about cateer opportunk ticket sales." ties in the music industry," says Music Innovations, which bro- Music Innovations director Georglna kered the deal with BRMB, says the Capp. 



INTERNATIONAL - editeo by paul Williams fDwiiiiams@unmf.com) 
ehartfi I e • Robbie Williams lands the highest new entry on the German airplay chart this week as Rock DJ arrives at 28 to make him the fastest-moving UK-signed artist on European radio. Its German début, along wilh strong radio support in the Netherlands. has helped the EMkChrysalis track to début at number tour on tbno's UK Top 20 Airplay Hits In Europe chart. Three places above, Melanie C holds on at the top for a ninth consécutive week. 

Poiydor's Ronan Keating on Scandinavian radio as his second solo single leaps 23-3 in Denmark. 5-2 in Finiand and is the highest arrivai at eight in Sweden, but slips 2-10 in Norway. The track enters the German airplay chart at 43, while holding at five on the UK-only fono chart, where it is one of five Universal releases présent. There are seven indie tracks, three apiece from EMi and Wamer, and one each from Sony and Virgin. 
• Canada Is somewhat more réceptive to the solo material by Hut/Virgin signing Richard Ashcroft than the US with Alone With Everybody last week entering the Canadian albums chart at 26. The same release, which debuted at 10 in Germany a week ago and rlses ta four in ftaly, only managed a first week entry at 127 in the US. Meanwhile, Spanish radio compensâtes for the album siipping 29-36 there with Money To Burn the highest new entry at 17 on the local airplay chart. 
• Overseas success for Sony S2's Toploader is now spreading from its Scandinavian base as Dancing In The Moonlight becomes the highest arrivai on the Dutch radio chart at 12. its entry there cornes as it remains the most popular radio hit in 
the sales chart, while in Denmark 
the highest dimber. 
• The Serious/Unlversal Island release It Feels So Good by Sonique holds on for another week at one on the Norwegian sales chart, while it rises 9-7 in Sweden, 11-6 in Spain, 20-17 in Fmland, 15-13 in the Netherlands, 18-11 in Switzeriand and 32-30 in Australla. It also holds at three in Denmark and enters at 20 in Germany. Its parent album Hear My Cty climbs 14-12 in Norway. 

Its début fol Bring It Ali Back, which rises 23- 19 on Spanish Airplay, atthough it 

e Brian May- penned We Will Rock You, the vétéran Parlophone signlngs' Toshiba-EMI-issued release, Queen In Vision, last week entered at nlne on the overall Japanese albums chart. 

track enters at 49 on the German airplay chart, at 12 in Finiand and rises 36-19 in Sweden. 

UK nets struggle 

key international 

to areak 

markets 

battie for overseas success in quarter two as US and domestic repertoire continued to dominate the world's charts. During a period in which Santana and Britney Spears were Top 10 fixtures around the globe, UK- slgned repertoire struggled to match even its less-than-impressive first quarter performance as only EMI claimed any truly border- 
EMIan 

ironically-titled Brave h album by the vétéran Iron Maiden, whose success typified the UK's reliance on its past achievements. Hitting the top five in France, Germany and Italy as well as reaching the Japanese Top 20, the album followed another overseas success for EMI in the period with the double live set Is There Anybody Out There? by Pink Floyd. While pleased with his company's two big albums, EMI International vice-president and pop marketing général manager Mike Allen says the important issue facing the UK industry is finding new big successes during a cyclical international lull. "What the [two 

versions that are still going to be around in 10 years," he says. One of the UK's biggest weaknesses during the past decade has been in breaking enough acts across the Atlantic, though two of its biggest overseas successes during the most recent quarter occurred in the US. Telstar's BBMaq and BMG's Westlife both hit the Top 20 of the Billboard Hot 100 to become only the second and third UK-signed acts this year to reach that status there. Westlife, in particular, have enjoyed far stronger sales than radio support with the airplay bias 
ts'l that it e lull ends t Again ot 100 mi 

UK/Ireland chairman and central Europe président Richard Griffiths, who was previously second-in- 

single. We've sold million singles across the counter but the problem is radio. We only got up to 19m in audience which doesn't eut much ice." Westlife have become the latest in a line of UK-signed acts to make some impact in the US during Griffiths' reign. "You can't make money in the UK if you're relying on 

hopes for Girl Thing, though it might take longer than we expected." He adds that Westlife have sold around 2m alhuriîs~în south east Asja and more than 500.000 in South America, a reminder that there is more to building overseas popularity than the US and continental Europe. Meanwhile, Australia continues to be kind to UK acts, providing 
Virgin Records' Melanie C also landed a huge hit down under in the second quarter as Never Be The Same Again peaked at two, while establishing itself as the period's biggest UK-sourced single on the continent with Top 20 placings in France, Germany, Netherlands and Italy. The solo material by fellow Virgin act Richard Ashcroft has so d a far received a less encouraging five international réception, despite the alf a fact that he is regarded as one of nter the UK's best global hopes. only The indie sector provided the UK hich with its only number one in a key overseas territory during the period test with Play by Mute-signed Moby iake hitting the top in France. One of the other big overseas successes has been Sonique's It Feels So Good, which was originally signed by Serious (and is attributed to indies in the table), was picked up by Universal In the US and then handled by Universal elsewhere. 

1 1 Never Be The Same Again Melanie C (Virgin) 2 2 ti Feels So Good Sonique (Serious/Uni-lsland) 3 4 Spinning Around Kyllo Mlnogue (Parlophone) 4 - Rock OJ Robbie Williams (EMI/Chrysalis) 5 5 Life Is A Roitercoasler Ronan Keating (Polydor) 6 3 When A Wbman Gabriello (Go Beat/Polydor) 
8 7 Rise G abri elle (Go Beal/Polydor) 9 8 Porcelain Moby (Mute) 10 10 Babylon David Gray (IHT/East West) 
12 11 Fill Me In Cralg David (Wildstar) 
15 - Summer Oî Love Lonyo (Riverhorse) 16 -• Gotta Tell You Samantha Mumba (Polydor) 
18 13 Movin"... Artfui Dodger Foat Romlna (Locked On/XL) 19 - Sunday Moming Call Oasis (Big Brother) 20 - 7 Days Cralg David (Wildstar) 

■HVJIIIWlilJillll'IitMH 
1 1 Separated Avant (MCA) 2 2 Let's Get Married Jagged Edgo (So So Def/Columbia) 
4 5 Incomplète Slsqo (Def Soul/IDJMG) 
8 6 Dance Tonighl Lucy Pearl (Beyond) 9 8 Same Script, Différent Cast W Houston & D Cox (Arisia) 10 9 1 Wish Cari Thomas (Bad Boy/Arista) 11 11 As We Lay Kelly Price (IDJMG) 12 13 What Chu Like Da Brat (So So Def/Columbia/CRG) 13 12 Chot Sh**ts Counlry Grammar Nelly (Universal) 
15 15 Treat Her Uke A Lady Joe (Jive) 16 - Just Be A Man About It TonI Braxton (LaFaœ/Arista) 
19 - No Matter What They Say UT Klm (Atlanlic) 20 - Jumpin, Jumpin Dcstlny's Child (Columbia/CRG) 

gavin 

TOP UK AND UK-SIGNED SALES CHART PERFORMERS ABROAD 
AUSTRALIA single Day & Nighl BlUIe (Innocent) 9 9 album Play Moby (Mule) 8 5 CANADA single Candie In... Dton John (Mercury) 9 18 
FRANCE single Never Be The Same Melanie C (Virgin) 27 23 album Play Moby (Mule) 2 3 

album Riding... BBKhs/Clapton (Reprise) 4 4 ITALY single Carmen Queasy Maxim (XL) 4 5 album Alone Wch Every... Richard Ashcroft (Hot) 4 13 
album Riding... BB Wng/Clapton (Reprise) 8 8 
album Riding... BB Wng/Clapton (Reprise) 10 10 
album Riding... BB Wng/Clapton (Reprise) 10 10 

BP= AMERICAN CHARTWATCH 
by ALAN JONES 

Slim Shady stands up to a challenge from hip hop collective the Ruff Ryders' Ryde Or Die Volume II and emerges triumphant, with The Marshall Mathers LP at number one for the seventh straight week, Emlnem is now just one week away from matching the year's longest running number one - 'N Sync's No Strings Attached - as The Marshall Mathers LP continues to sell at a furious pace, with another 290,000 copies crossing the counter last week. The Ruff Ryders' album - featuring guests Snoop Dogg, Busta Rhymes, DMX and Method Man - sold 255,000 copies to take second place from Britney Spears, It is the only new entry in the Top 50, with the Anglo-American teaming of Jimmy Page and the Black Crowes' Live At The Greek sneaking it at number 64 with sales of 22,000. Not bad, considering the album has been available in îd versions on the internet for months, with individual mix-and- 
in - BB King and Eric Clapton - [h Riding With The King, which has topped 500,000 s. The only other UK act in the top haif of the aibum ise Brand New Day sold more than 50,000 copies for 

aek in a row but slips a notch. The success of the Desert Rose ch continues its 11-week climb, rising 21 to 19 this week - has album considerably, and it is now selling three times more copies than before the single. BBMak's Back Here remains narrowly ahead, although it slips 15-18. BBMak's album suffers a gentle décliné -n, fallmg 66-70. 
o 

The st ig Brits in half of the chart is Cat Stevens, w Best Of album reaches a new peak for the fifth week in a row, advancing 130-117 with nearly 12,000 copies sold last week, and total sales now exceeding 100,000. With most other UK acts in décliné, it should be noted how well several European acts are doing, among them Enrlque Iglesias (54-51), A*Teens (80-71), Alice Deejay (91-99), Eiffel 65 (97-101), Lara Fabian (115-103) and IVI2iyi (170-184), alongside Ireland's Slnead O'Connor (pictured) (95-108) and Westlife (138-137). On the singles chart, there is a change at the top for the second week in a row, and just as Vertical Horizon managed a 61 jump with Everything You Want iast week, Matchbox 20 replicate the feat with Bent. In both cases, the records' leaps follow the release of pent-up demand for a belated commercial single release which was previously charting on airplay alone. 
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Chew says that with Norwegian after hearing the Drawn Boy. "1 w The Shining he Bewilderbeast £ for Kings would res Nelson suggests Coldplay's album 

Sunday, is currently but album for Source UK signing Kings Of Convenience, 

Source A&R executive Seb te chose Nelson to worK Juo Kings Of Convenience work he had done for Badly impressed by the track I for The Hour Of thought he'd be perfect someone who simplicity of the music." 

MejJ recruits top US producers 

and writers for début solo album 

that the natural se ; been a big factor in 
I, who co-produced the 

make it sound live and reflect their energy and musical ability. There are certain songs, such as Sparks and We Never Change which are basicaiiy live takes." 
U2'S fOLlOW UP AiBUM AIMOST READY Currently recordlng In Dublin with Brian Eno and Daniel Lanols, U2 are a few weeks away from fïnishing their new studio album, the follow up to 1997's Pop. A spokesperson for the band's 

have yet to be flxed. The band bave previously recorded with Eno and Lanois on their two highest-selling album releases, The llnforgettable Pire and The Joshua Tree. 
BAMBINO CASINO COME UP TRUHPS Sheffield-based leftfield eiectronic pop duo .Ramhinn Casinn have been busy working on separate projects while preparing for the release of their début Contenders EP on July 24. One haif of the band, Dave Cook, has recently been touring with Moloko, where he performs live guitar and bass duties, and has cowntten the future single Somebody Somewhere. on which he shares vocals with Moloko singer Roisin. Meanwhile, cohort 

by David Balfour Scary Spice has recruited writers and pro- ducers as diverse as Sisqo, Teddy Riley, Fred Jerkins, Jam & Lewis and boyfriend Max Beesley for her début solo album Mot, is set for European release in October After ci Timbaland on her début solo single I Want You Back, Mel B says, "It seemed me to work with US producers on since they understand my influences." Working closely with her on the record was Virgin America co-president and senior World- wide VP of A&R Ashley Newton, who set her up with Missy Elliott for I Want You Back. "On this album Mel has recorded with pro- ducers who are at the very top ievel of urban music in the US," says Newton. "These guys turn down the majorlty of requests that they receive for work, but when they were asked if they wanted to work on this record, it wasn't just, 'Yes, we'll do it' but, 'Yeah, we're crazy for it, when do we start?'" Recording got off to an inauspicious at the Virginia studios of R&B ' pionegr Teddy y was tough to 
Snice wanker before he'd even met me. IRis made for some pretty uncomfortable times, but luckily the team around him were very professional and 

Mel B; Mot album set great tracks from the sessions," she says. From Virginia, she moved to Jimmy Jam and Terry Lewis's Flyte Tyme studios in Minneapolis, where the sessions went more smoothly and resulted in the tracks Feels So Good and Feel Me Now. She then worked with Rodney Jerkins' brother Fred, who has worked on the fortheoming Spice Girls album and who co-wrote and produced Mel B's track Tell Me, which will be her album's first single when it is released on September 18. A further song Step Inside was written with Beesley - who has previously played with the likes of Take That, George Michael and Jamiroquai - and Henry Binns, while other writing and recording sessions with Sisqo produced the tracks Hell No and Hotter. "Sisqo is an explosive talent," says Newton. "When they worked together on this album, ' e hadn't even begun h' ' 

Melanie's a big fan of Dru Hill and specially asked to work with him. They met, got on real- ly well and produced a couple of great songs. Sisqo's not yet known as a producer but he has that freshness and drive that makes him one of the biggest breaking stars today." Mel B admits she found the pressure of working alone to be greater than anything that she had previously experienced. "It was not like working with the Spice Girls because I knew that it was ail down to me, vocally. It was a challenge because I had to be very focused. If there was a high note to be hit for instance, i knew that l'd have to concentrate and get it right, no chance to get one of the other girls to do it." She co-wrote ail but one of the tracks on the record. "Corning up with the songs was intense. It's an extremely personal record and writing it has been like therapy. The album is like a documentary of ail the things that l've been going through in the last two years. I literally used my diary to write lyrics." With the upcoming Spice Girls album likely to be their last new studio album, Mel B admits she has to prove she can make it as a solo star. "As my first solo album, this record means a lot to me and l'm proud of it. Everyone will have their opinions and no doubt some people will to slag it off. l'm con- fident in the record and as long as l've got that, who oares what people think," she says. 

The Pogues' frontman Shane MacGowan has recorded guest vocals in New York on a track for the Dropkick Murphys' fortheoming album Slng Loud, Sing Proud. The track, Good Rats, is about the brewery where the band's favourite stout Is brewed. The album will be released on Hellcat/Epitaph In October. 
MW PlAYUST 

• promo, tbc): Tanya Stephens-No More (Warner "" ' " Dancehall queen goes folk -1 (demo): SugarBabes - Overtoad (London) Not another girl act! (single, September); Meliow - The Momlng After Palntdrops EP (Atmosphériques) French, funky, beautifui (EP, July 31); Wyclef Jean - Eclefllc (Columbla) Eclectic is the word (album, August 21); Blue States - Nothing Changes Under The Sun (Memphis Industries) More dance underground class (album, Sept 4); Lemon Jelly - The Mldnlght EP (Impotent Fury) A perfect downtempo EP (single, out this week); Paul Weller - Helloscentric (Swordsmen 4UR Mlx) (Island) A change in direction from Weatherall (singe. Aug 7). 

Urban music scene 
WÊÊ. ; , unités at UMS event 

Artful Dodger, the Prodigy's Leeroy, MJ Cole, Shola Ama and the Dreem Team's Spoony are set to appear as panellists at the third annu- al Urban Music Seminar (UMS). The event, which is to be heid on September 10 at London's Hammersmith Palais, aims to unité artists and executives from across the urban music scene. Although the main focus 
music, this year there will also be a spécifie room set aside for Industry executives. 

French artist and producer Mirwais has signed a Joint publlshlng deal with Warner/Chappell and Madonna. The three-way joint venture was created specifically for Mirwais and covers both his solo work and the songs he has co-written for the upcoming Madonna album, Music (set for Worldwide release on September 18). Mirwais, who made his name as a member of Taxi Girl, has received widespread critical acclaim for his solo album Production (the next single, 1 Can't Wait, is released by Epie on August 28). He was contacted by Madonna after her label Maverlck received a copy of his single Disco Science. Madonna contributed guest vocals to a track on Production, while Mirwais has worked extensively with her on her new material, co-wrltlng a number of tracks, Including the first single and title track Music, which is set for release on August 21. Warner/Chappell managing director Richard Manners says, "This Is a ground-breaking deal. Madonna was the first to recognise and develop Mirwais' talent, and her Involvement In our publlshlng deal Is a bonus for ail of us." 

appointed head of UK A&R Clive Black, Arista's Nick Raphaël, Columbia's Matt Ross and producers K-Gee, Dodge, Wayne Lawes and Curtis Lynch Jnr. Meanwhile, young artists including Amoye and Royston will also perform on the day. Event organiser Kwame Kwaten says, "The conférence is unique in that it brings every one who's involved in the UK urban scene together. There's a real balance of top-level industry per- sonnel who between them have a huge amount of experience and Knowledge to share." 
)K garage providing a boost or many independents, for- ner Arista A&R head Chris ;ooke feels that today's di- te is perfect for develop- 
new label Oyster Music. i spécialisé in working with UK and European soul for years, and it's great that the scene here is so strong as we line up our first releases. The breakthrough of garage has really energised the whole soul 

ré profile and identity of British says Cooke. ter, Cooke has reallsed his ambi- relop homegrown talent with the 

DeVaughan's 3 Thankful. "Omar h; 

artists like Seal and Sade, Having launched the label with partner Adrian Fitt last year, they signed a deal with Sony Music Europe's 

Sine division in January. This provides Oyster with financiai backing as well as international distribution (in the UK it is handled by 3mv). Now it is preparing its first releases. In September Oyster issues its first releas- es, a single and album from Driza (pictured), who Cooke originally tried to sign during his time at Arista when they were known as Drizabone. The other priority this autumn is the release of new material by UK soul vétér- an Omar, which has been licensed from Naôve Records in France and Includes a duet with Erykah Badu on their version of William 

deal, and as a resuit it's very much his own record. It's got a two-step influence, but with- out sounding clichéd in any way," says Cooke. "Both these acts can really perform, so we'll not only be looking to get them radio play, but we can confidently promote them with TV performances and live shows too." Oyster is preparing new releases from Shaun Escoffrey and Blood and will also release material from Diesel Music's Blacknuss next year. Cooke was previously a consultant for the Swedish independent and hopes to emulate that label's sucoess. "Diesel is a Smart, visionary independent nding fo sic. I have a great relationship with .ci, su although we don't have an exclu- licensing deal, I look forward to keeping relationship going and releasing certain ■el products In the UK," he says. 
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UK MUSIC RADIO CARVE UP - ANALYSIS 

New radio operalors to create niches 

in the face of ruthless consolidation 
Clive Dickens' déclaration that he plans to challenge the current dominance of commercial radio by the big five groups could hardly have been better timed. Just two days after he revealed his aim in Music Week last week, his former employer Capital Radio formally announced its acquisition of Scottish music service Beat 106. The £33.75m deal for the central Scotland station will resuit in the disappearance of yet another of the UK's 
while giving added impetus to Dickens' bid to win a slice of the UK radio map before the arrivai of new Government législation that could allow the bigger groups to win even 

Currently. the lion's share of the 250 analogue commercial radio stations is owned or operated by a handful of powerful groups: GWR, Capital Radio, Emap, Chrysalis and Scottish Radio Holdings. (These groups are also looking to dominate the digital radio space - see supplément p26.) Of the total number of commercial stations, only 22 are categorised by the Radio Advertising Bureau (RAB) as truly "independent". With that number shrinking virtualiy month by month through acquisitions and take overs, it is Dickens' intention to create a new force that will break up the "sameness" of music radio by targeting under-served markets with a sériés of régional radio bids. He says that his as-yet-untitled opération plans to develop 

PRESSURE GROWS FOR 
TAKEOVER MORATORIUM 

Capital Radio's acquisition of Scottish régional station Beat 106 has further ralsed the issue of how qulckly new licences should be allowed to be bought and sold. The station, whlch only launched last November, was acquired for £33.75m, extendlng Capltal's potentlal broadcastlng reach to 58% of the UK's adult population. This sale of a new licence as well as others such as Radio Vlctory In Portsmouth earller thls year, has fuelled calls from some sections of the radio industry for a moratorium on the sale of new licences. Some prominent radio and music Industry figures lay part of the blâme at the door of the Radio Authorlty, whlch they characterlse as toothless In the face of this consolidation. 
Government's white paper on broadcastlng législation in the autumn, the Radio Authorlty itself has made Its lobbylng position clear. "There should be a moratorium for local licences as there is for national licences," states Tony Stoller, the regulator's chief executive. "It seems 

niche and youth markets which will Include targeting pre-teen and teen audiences as well as ABC1 twentysomething maies whom he believes are not now effectively served by radio. "[Capital-owned London rock station] Xfm has been successful, but really the typical maie in the year 2000 doesn't want musical boundaries controlled by pre-music genres," he says. 

disb'notion between music formats. According to information available to the advertising industry, 96 services are listed as CHR stations a contemporary c such as GWR stations and Essex FM, are found in both listings. Only three services, the Galaxy Network, Kiss 100 and Vibe FM are categorised as dance outlets, while Rock FM/Blackpool is the sole rock station. As specialist shows on mainstream stations disappear, there also seems to be an ever-increasing overlap between playlists of stations which on paper have différent formats. This has been further fuelled by the current strength of dance- and R&B-based records in the singles chart with dance stations playing pop acts and Top 40 operators adding more dance tracks to their playlists. One side effect is that airplay chart-topping records by acts like Ail Saints, Madonna and Sonique are setting new records for total audience and number of spins on a regular basis. Rachell Fox, opérations director of the Commercial Radio Companies Association, argues that, in part, consolidation and the évolution of commercial radio have led to a more professionai industry. "Commercial radio has a good history of introducing new formats such as Xfm, Jazz FM and Juice FM, These formats have moved to being more professionai rather that becoming mainstream. These genres have n become more accepted by tl she says. However, some prominent music industry figures voice concern that the current control of commercial radio by a handful of players 
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using centralised playlisting and operating the same formats is making it more difficuit to win airplay for new music as well as so- called héritage acts. "It's like trying to push everything through the eye of a needle," says Virgin Records président Paul Conroy. While emphasising that the relationship between the record and radio industry "is better than it ever been", he adds, "For a record company of our size, with the array of talent we've got, you are somewhat restricted in where you are going to get your artists played. A lot of stations are fashion-driven, so where is the scope for the artist that falls between the cracks?" Conroy says he 

challenge "sameness" and target under-served m 
HOW THE KEYIIR GROUPS 

awarded according to certain crlterla, but there Is no moratorium, whereas national licences are awarded to the highest cash bld, and there is a moratorium. The current System is based upon the authorlty assessing a range of crlteria, not ail of which can be attached to the licence when it Is sold on. This is an Issue where we think the current System Is illogical." 

radio game. "Of 

question remains whether have a realistic chance of establishing and sustaining themselves with new niche formats using analogue broadcasting. "There is always a market share for new players," daims Sony's communications vice président and one-time plugger Gary Farrow. "Of course, any format that looks to progress and break new domestic acts will be welcomed by our industry - but only the strong will survive." Tony Stoller, chief executive of the Radio Authority, comments, "There is room for new players in commercial radio as there is room for existing players to win more licences. There is room for new formats, although With the array of talent 

tough on rock and indie acts. As [BRI chairman) Rob Dickins said (at this year's Music Radio conférence), it's a dangerous thing to do if you are just making records for radio," he says. The music industry should get behind new radio ventures such as that proposed by Clive Dickens, according to Terri Doherty, or of plugging company, Terri 

going to get your artists 
played" - Paul Conroy 

suggest that there aren't that many formats applying elsewhere which don't apply here." Capital programming supremo Richard Park says he believes that there is already a wide enough spread of music radio in the UK. "You have really got to go around the 
If you look at London, for example, there's Xfm, Capital FM, Capital Gold, Kiss and Heart and that's just five 

SEIECTED NEWUCEHCESTORE AWARDED BY THE RADIO AUTHORITY : 

comments he made recently at the Radio Festival in Glasgow, he says. "Convergence of ownership does not mean more of the same." Referring to the rock-based service, entitled Storm, that GWR plans to submit for the West Midlands régional licence, Orchard says, "We offer extended choice by bringing new services under the umbrella of one group." He adds that new compétition in a market can lead to a homogenous sound because everyone is after the same younger demographics. Dickens says he is in negotiations with potential backers including record 
groups, but Orchard believes it is always a struggle for new players to win funding. "Major groups have the financial clout ar infrastructure in place to successful," he says. Paul Chantier, wl programming rôle at D programme director at two months, m " it group Is within GWR, says, "Once an ov number ofst' possible, glven the fir group, for it 

While the importance of who ov may be a matter of conjecture, what remains unquestionable is the ever-growing need by the music industry for a wider spread of radio outlets for its releases. As Dickens et further détails of his brave te is likely to find many orters. Mlke McGeever 
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Polydor complétés ils com 
For the first time since MW share records started Universal-owned Polydor Records becomes the top 

TOP SINGLES Q2 6 GÔOD Sonique (Serious/Universal-island) 2 TOCA'S MIRACLE Fragma (Positiva) 3 RLL ME IN Cralg David (Wildstar) 4 OOPS I DID IT AGAIN Britney Spears (Jlve) 5 THE BAD TOUCH Bloodhound Gang (Geffen/Polydor) 6 REACH S Club 7 (Polydor) 7 THONG SONG Slsqo (Def Soul) 8 DONT CALL ME BABY Madison Avenue (VC Recordings) 9 FLOWERS Sweet Female Attitude (WEA) 10 BOUND 4 DA RELOAD (CASUALTY) Oxide & Neutrino (East West) 
TOP ARTISTS Q2 1 SONIQUE 2 FRAGMA 3 CRAIG DAVID 4 BRITNEY SPEARS 5 BLOODHOUND GANG 6 S CLUB 7 7 S1SQ0 8 MADISON AVENUE 9 SWEET FEMALE ATTITUDE 

PRODUCERS Of TOP 10 1 SONIQUE/SSERIOUS/PLEETH 2 ZENKER 3 HILL 4 MARTIN/RAMI 5 POP 6 DENNIS/TODDY 7 SISQO/KELLEY/ROBINSON 8 COATES/VAN DORSSELAER/MORRISON 9 CUTFATHER & JOE 10 OX1DE/NEUTRINO 
DATA SOURCE: o™**. b, era Miiiw.d 

SINGLES The revival enjoyed by Polydor during the past few years continued in quarter two as it became simultaneously the top singles and albums Company for the first time. The Universel opération triumphed as recently as this year's first quarter as albums market leader, but until now had not managed to pull off the double. That ail changed during 2000's second period when a sériés of big hits by the likes of S Club 7, Dr Dre and Stephen Gately not only made it quarterly champion but also the strongest singles performer for the year's first six months. Its intérim success owed more to the second quarter than the first, when it had to settle behind a résurgent WEA driven by the likes of Madonna's American Pie and Eiffel 65's Move Your Body. Moira Bellas's company could not match that pace in the following period, sliding from first to eighth place as its market share shrunk by around a third. Conversely, Polydor added around 47% to its market share during the three months to give it an unbeatable 10.6% in quarter two and 9.0% for the six-month period. The company's singles success was neatly divided between its Polydor UK and Polydor Associated Labels divisions, with the former responsible for the likes of S Club T's Reach and Samantha Mumba's Gotta Tell You, while the latter's hits induded Dr Dre's Forget About Dre (28th) and New Beginning/Bright Eyes by Stephen Gately (30th). Go Beat's success with Gabrielle continued with When A Woman finishing as period two's 38th biggest hit. Virgin was also in the ascendant in quarter two to win its highest quarterly market share since the dosing period of 1998, as well as the runner-up spot for both the three-month and six-month league tables. But it had to go down under for its biggest second quarter hit as Madison Avenue's Don't Call Me Baby finished eighth overall. Its homegrown ed Billie's Day & Night, !r Be The Same Again and s A Song For The Loyers. ' is beneflted 

T 
c 

Eminem: share-boosting Interscope recruit from increased overseas repertoire through sources such as Interscope, home to Eminem and Dr Dre, the décision to merge EMI UK with Chrysalis in 1998 has also increased EMI: Chrysalis's market share prospects. Since the 
market share calculations, Mark Collen's company has not drifted out of the top five on singles shares. Though unable to quite match its top singles company status last year, it is nevertheless performing well this side of the millennium, finishing fifth in quarter one (6.7%) and third in both quarter two (7.6%) and across the six months (7.2%). Similarly, Jive has not been in a position to repeat its remarkable performance in the first half of 1999, when it took 13.2% in the first quarter and a still market-leading 9.7% in the following period, By comparison the 6.5% it scored during this year's second quarter appears at first glance to be rather less impressive, but that is more a reflection of the fact that the company is now automatically expected to be among the biggest hitters. Thanks in part to Britney Spears, the Zomba- owned opération did it again across the six months to sit in fourth place with 6.7%. Polydor continues to be the jewel in Universal's crown, but the corporate group boasted three names among the Top 10 companies over the six months with Mercury seventh on 5.6% and Universal-lsland one place below with 5.5% thanks to a fantastic 

quarter two. Here it was driven by Sonique's It Feels So Good, which sold an unmatchable 533,800 units. This was enough to give Universal the half- year corporate crown with 20.5%, while its 25.0% second quarter-only showing was even better, Warner Music was 7.8 percentage points behind on 12.7%, illustrating how much Universal has dominated proceedings so far this year. However, if Warner's intérim total is combined with those of EMI and Virgin - as it would be if the merger of Warner and EMI receives the go-ahead - the new combine would have achieved an unbeatable 30.3%. The gap between Warner and the next three companies was just 3.4 percentage points, with fourth-placed Sony showing the biggest décliné among the majors. Having reached 19.2% in the final period of 1998, Sony's corporate total declined to 9.4% during this year's second quarter, with its six-month tally slightly better on 10.0%. Fifth-ranked BMG has been responsible for arguably the most notable performance by an individual single in a second quarter that saw " an almost weekly turnover of number one releases. While only Toca's Miracle by Fragma and Sonique's It Feels So Good survived longer than seven days, the BMG-issued Amaied by Lonestar defied current trends by 
the Top 40 and registering nearly 136,000 sales without charting higher than 21. It ranked at 29 for the quarter, higher than many higher-peaking hits. The combined Sony/Warner opération Ten led the distribution league with 29.1% for the six months with Universal second on 21.8%, as singles sales for the half year fell by around 23% year-on-year. according to CIN figures. However, the falling unit sales obscure a singles market that is seeing fewer releases going out with a crippling £1.99 price tag as well as evidence that record companies are continuing to prioritise their releases further. Despite the weekly Top 10 rollercoaster of new enlrles, the Top 75 overall saw around 30% fewer new entries compared to four years ago, illustrating that commercial sense is prevailing. Paul Williams 
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lebuck by doing the double 
ompany for both singles and albums sales, thanks to Dr Dre, Eminem, Stephen Gately and Gabrielle 

TOP ARTIST ALBUMS Q2 ALBUMS 
Strengtti in depth was the key to Polydor's second successive victory as top albums company in the second quarter of the year. The Universal company dipped below Virgin in the last two quarters of the 20th century, but has battled back in style. in the first quarter, Polydor achieved an 8.1% share of the market, half a point more than Virgin. In quarter two it grabbed a 9.1% share -1.4% more than Virgin - to take its year-todate share to 8.6%. It did so thanks to an impressive quartet of albums which sold nearly 800,000 copies between them between April and June. The UK was represented by Gabrielle's Rise and S Club 7, whose string of hit singles and fréquent TV appearances are paying rich dividends. But Polydor's success owes even more to a pair of American rappers, who were 

:roft also gave Virgin a lo album Alone With 0 copies following its 
te fold wt assumed responsibility for in the wake of PolyGram's Universal; Dr Dre - whose ; more than 160,000 copies in the quarter- and his protégé Eminem, whose The Marshall Mathers LP sold nearly 320,01 alfof the quarter. 1999 

ie Interscope labe cquisition by sold 

ut albums by S Cil performed v 60,000 respectively. Abba's Gold Greatest Hits added another 58,000 sales to its already astonishing tally. Virgin's rétention of second place saw its share rising gently from 7.6% in the first quarter to 7.7% in quarter two. It is running more than 24% ahead of the comparable stage of 1999, though much of this increase is found in the compilation sector, where Virgin's j 

S Club 7: paying rich dividends to Polydor 
Verve man Richard I boost, with his debu Everybody selling 7ï release in the last week ot tne secono quarter. The compilation sector also aided Universal Music TV, which rose from sixth place in the company rankings in the second quarter of 1999 to third place this year, registering a fat 64.4% uptick. The continued growth of the company's Kiss and Ibiza dance brands, its Top Of The Pops sériés and the successful reiaunch of its indie/rock sériés Loaded as Reloaded ail helped, but the biggest surprise came from Engelbert Humperdinck. whose At His Very Best album sold nearly 130,000 copies during the quarter. Sony's Columbla label dipped to 

The merger of Universal and PolyGram at the start of 1999 created a corporate group which dwarfs its challengers. The Polydor roster and Mercury acts such as Bon Jovi and Shania Twain, Universal-lsland stars such as Paul Weller and Sisqo and the Universal Music TV contribution gave Universal a massive 27.7% share in the second quarter to bring ils first half share to 25.4%, compared to nearest challengers Sony's 13.9% and Warner Music's 12.4%. Were they to merge, they could just 
course, is exactly what they have done with 
labels such as Xtravaganza (Chicane) and Ministry Of Sound (ATB, compilations) adding to those from Sony and Warner Music, Ten is the top distributor for the first half of the year, a 28.4% share, compared to Universal's !5.7% - but Ur 

PLAY Moby (Mute) 2 RELOAD Tom Jones (Gut) 3 THE GREATEST HITS Whitney Houston (Arista) 4 THE MARSHALL MATHERS LP Eminem (Interscope/Polydor) 5 OOPS I DID IT AGAIN Britney Spears (Jive) 6 SUPERNATURAL Santana (Arista) 7 CRUSH Bon Jovi (Mercury) 8 THE MAN WHO Travis (Independiente) 9 RISE Gabrielle (Go Beat/Polydor) 10 2001 Dr Dre (Interscope/Polydor) 
PRODUCERS OF TOP ÏO 

place. It was the company's worst showing for eight quarters, its biggest selling album being the longdeparted Santana's The Ultimate Collection. Meanwhile, Santana's at Arista helped the latter to make the i other significant change in the Top 10 companies. From a low of 1.8% in the f quarter of 1999, Arista galloped to a 3. 
quarter and first half of the year was Mêlai C's Northern Star album, which has sold particularly well since Never Be The Same Again topped the singles i Oemand for i, with 99,000 copies rs of the year. Former 

[Ml came close with 26%. Fourth dG's 8.5% share in the quarter was rrcentage points comparpd to the ter but up 47.4% over 1999, with tands Westlife and Rve helping to 

the shadow of Pinnacle to claim a 4.5% share of the market in JanuaryTVlarch. and a 6.7% share for April-June, mainly because two 1999 albums it handles are among the three biggest selling artist albums of 2000. Out in front is Moby's Play on the Mute label while in third place for the year is Tom Jones' Reload on Gut. Piay sold 724,000 copies between January and June and Reload nearly 649,000, with Travis's The Man Who sandwiched between them on 706,000 sales. For the second quarter, the Vital pair did even better, taking first and second place respectively. The success of Moby and Jones is aiso reftected in the second quarter corporate group shares garnered by Mute (with 2.45% - an increase of 1,047%) and Gut (up 1900%), giving them seventh and lOth place in the quarterly table, respectively, with fellow indies Zomba and Telstar sandwiched between them. 

TOP COMPILATIONS Q2 1 NOW THAT'S WHAT I CALL MUSIC 45 (EMI/Virgin/Universal) 2 CREAM LIVE (Virgin/EMI) 3 KISS HOUSE NATION 2000 (Universal TV) 4 CLUB MIX IB1ZA 2000 (Universal TV) 5 TOP OF THE POPS 2000: VOL 2 (Universal TV) 6 KEVIN AND PERRY GO LARGE (Virgin/EMI) 7 CLUBBER'S GUIDE TO IBIZA: SUMMER 2000 (Ministry of Sound) 8 PURE EUPHORIA-IEVEL 4 (Telstar TV) 9 THE BEST CLUB ANTHEMS EVER 2K (Virgin/EMI) 10 TRANCE NATION 3 (Ministry of Sound) 
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R E V I E W S (mwreviews@unmf.com) — FOR RECORDS RELEASED ON JULY 31, 2000 

HlIKiHnil 
of the week 

ROBBIE WILLIAMS; Rock DJ (Chrysalis CDCHS5118). Already A-listed at Radio One (and just about everywhere else), this new single is enjoying the biggest increase in plays, audience and the highes md Barry White's If 
1 

M Accompanied by Vaughan ArneM's controversial video, Rock DJ writers Chambers and Williams hitting their stride running I and confirming their places in the Brit super-league. 
SlHGlEreviews 

 MJ COLE; . J Sincere (Talkin Loud iB TLCD60). The UK garage 

reached the top of MWs Club Chart, and iE shaping up to be to be one of this summer's dance anthems. It has just been B-listed by Radio One. STARVING ARTIST; Moonstone (Global Cuts GC65). This progressive h' already a    Js such as Paul 

Top 10 hit Crazy Love and b A-listings at Radio One and Capital, it should outdo the number 38 placing it achieved on its first release In May 1998. rr ri MAJOR FORCE: Return Of The Original Artform (Relnterpreted By Cut Chemist) (Mo Wax MWR124). Pioneering Japanese beatmeisters Major Force receive an effortlessly funky workover front Jurassic 5 and Ozomatli DJ Cut Chemist. The track was constructed by layering source samples from the band at dizzying speeds. I .M MELLOW: The Morning Aftor The Paint Drops EP (Atmosphériques 2374-3). Stalwarts of the Parisian scene that spawned Alex Gopher and Air, Mellow prove to have a similarly dreamy and eclectic appeal. The EP's lead track Another Mellow Winter typifies their sound: classy pop with a light psychedelic edge. REGULAR PRIES: Smoking Cigars With The Pharoahs EP (JBO 5014413). Maverick skunk-rockers Regular Pries return with a new EP of sprawling, loose-limbed rock. It features production by Dave Fridmann (Mogwai) and a storming remix by Primai Scream collaborator Jagz Kooner. Unfortunately the band are still struggling to fulfil the promise of their early EPs. 1 "l BLACK ROB; Whoa (Arista 074321 782 7238). Bad Boy heads back to the streets with a rap anthem that has been running things in New York for months. Already a club favourite over here, its current C-listing at Radio One will enhance its mainstream chances. LOWFINGER: School Room Head Rush (Elemental ELT1062CDS). Aiming to build on the support for their incendiary live shows, the iast single before the release of Lowfinger's début album is a brash blend of beat-fuelled rock. They have a cartoonish appeal which could push them into the mainstream. However, this is unlikely to be the track that does it for them. If--"1"'1 -Vl BOB SINCLAR: I Feel For You (Defected BOBCR1). The Seventies- obsessed Parisian producer returns with 
his forthcoming Champs Elysées ail Having attracted attention since the Music Conférence in Miami, it recently 

□□□□Cl 
of the week 
RONAN KEATING: Ronan (Polydor 5491032). Keating's début album receives a mighty kick-start with single Life Is A Rollercoaster. Hel|  1 Keatlng   neanne ou. o.. u»   are some real heavyweights: producers Steve Upson, Pat Léonard, Steve Mac, Rick Nowels and Phrl Thornally, plus writers Gregg Alexander, Bryan Adams and Diane Warren. Like Boyzone, most of the cutsare ballads with the standouts being Heal Me, The Way You Make Me Feel and Addicted. The subtle différence with his Boyzone work is a new-found maturity which should underline the breadth of his appeal. or 

DA LATA: Binti (Palm Pictures PPCD7035-2). DJ Patrick Forge and Chris Franck lift the damp summer spirits with this Brazilian-flavoured dance track. Phil Asher provides the remixes. fve.K.-i REEF: Set The Record Straîght (S2 6695952). L 
GOPHER: The Child (V2 WR5014353). Featuring that sample of Hillip Hnlirlav sinirinti Cnri Bless The Child and featured in several DJ chillout mixes, this somewhat formulaic jazzy house tune finally looks destined for wider success. LFV'M-VI SWAYZAK: Illégal (Columbia 669 468-1). The UK's fmest exponents of deepness retum with a minimal, dubby excursion featuring the hypnotic spoken verse of Benjamin Zephaniah. Destined for chill-out classio status, this is a welcome return. STORM: Time To Burn (Data DATA16CDS). Germany's Jam & Spoon unleash one of this summer's hottest dance tracks. Fusing hard 

stabs, sirens and an unmistakable bassiine. it is B-listed at Radio One. n MANSUN; I Can Only 

as the or îk Reef or . it marked é nercial fortunes. The first single ow-up is clearly intended as a f intent. An energetic blast of s B-listed at Radio One. 
AlEUtnreviews louise: 

VARIOUS: Gatecrasher Global Sound System (INCredible/Sony INC12CD). This 33-track double-CD compilation 

(Parlophone Cl 6544). The first frt from Mansun's f " album Little Kix stick 
biueprint by mixing soaring vocals with an élégant progressive-tinged backing. B-listed on Radio One and backed by remixes from Paul Oakenfold, it looks certain to follow the band's previous singles into the Top 40. YOMANDA: On The Level (Manifeste SCSCD73). This third release from producer Paul Masterson has a more club-credible edge. Its strong percussive drive runs alongside a large breakdown. Support from Radio One's Judge Jules and Dave Pearce is keeping Masterson's momentum strong. MONACO: l've Got A Feeling (Papillon BTFLYCD0005). Taken from their forthcoming second album, this driving uptempo breezer features ail the Monaco 
sound and David Potts' New Order-esque 
conquering What Do You Want From Me, it is nevertheless a good opening shot. HEUCOPTER GIRL; Subliminal Punk (Instant Karma KARMA1CD). The first release on Rob Dickins' new venture since his departure from Warner UK has inevitably picked up interest above ail for this fact. It is interesting, without breaking any new ground. " i Joyce's vocals border on the unique, i nice choppy guitar and a chorus ; eventually gets under the skin. 

I-;.''.1! ,1 ■:-! LIL LOUIS VS JOSH WINK: French Kiss (So How's Your Evening So Far) (ffrr FCD384). Ul Louis's evergreen classic and number two 
up by Josh Wink, who tums it into a sonic floor- filling assault. Already a Top Five hit on MWs Club Chart. this is guaranteed to be a hit again this time 

that have helped i success. Decidedly trancey in style, it features tracks from acts such as Paul Van Dyk, Moby, Bedrock and Oliver Lieb.  3 VARIOUS: Mozambique Relief s World 76019-2). This charity album features excellent performances from local Mozambiquan artists such as Ghorwane and José Mucavele. The Portuguese influences corne through on the more jazzy tracks. Well worth checking out. THE ANIMALHOUSE: Ready To Receive (Boiler House 74321758862). The début from this Oxford-based five-piece band, which inciudes Ride's Mark Gardener and Loz Colbert, is a curious mix of styles. Tracks on their Small EP are included, which have previously resulted in a TR Friday appearance and a smattering of radio play. ELTON JOHN; The Road To Eldorado (Rocket 4502192). This is the soundtrack to the US movie of the same name (opening in the UK on August 4) and sees John reunited with Tim Rice. A largely uninspiring set save for the title cut and the ballad Friends Never Say Goodbye, the album also features a duet with Randy Newman. AL1EN SOAP OPERA; Second Wave (Electric Melt 2000 ELM8001CD). Featuring the cream of predominantly Arab 

BIG YOGA MUFFIN: Wherever You Go, There You Are (Echo ECHCD30). Less an album, more a collection of disparate, twisted vignettes of life's underbelly created by sound boffin Pim Jones and ex-Eat frontman Ange Doolittle, Despite showing potential, it is sometimes over-indulgent. FIFTH SUN: Sout El Leil (Electric Melt 2000 BW2133CD). Rfth Sun are English producer Greg Hunter and accomplished Egyptian harp player Amir Abdel. Together they have found an idéal mix of Western production techniques and Arabie music, resulting in a collection of Middle Eastern- style songs with a broad appeal. LOUISE: Elbow Beach (Ist Avenue/EMI 0724352761). Louise is set to surprise a few people with her first album since 1997's Woman In Me. While many might have dismissed her chances post-Eternal, this is aotually likely easily to outperform the Iast album by her former group. Supported by the release this week of the single 2 Faced (B-listed at Radio One), it will girl-next-door appeal without breaking any musical boundaries. t3ŒED 1 UWerH.BZ/, î VARIOUS: Undiscovered Ibiza Vol. 2 Qj, (Undiscovered UIC002). n Unfortunately sold under hnWfcïy''lthet'ret''lbiza taë'h1'3 is actually an excellent "i. sélection of Balearic-style, iaidback tunes chosen by Pacha résident DJ Pippi. A must for Café Del Mar fans. SPRING HEEL JACK: Disappeared (Rough Trade RTRADECD 007). An impressive sixth album from the drum & bass pioneers. They have matured from the lush orchestration of their early work to create individual and challenging work, which mixes beats with the jazz-tinged avant garde. SHANKS & BIGFOOT: Swings & Roundabouts (Pepper 9230242). The 

> given added 

firmly on the pop-R&B end of the garage spectrum with this début album. Mixing reggae and disco influences with their smooth radio-friendly style, it lacks the underground edge of acts such as Zed Bias. but may have wider pop appeal. It inciudes the Radio One B-listed single Sing-A-Long. 
Heor new releases T'irTOT Audio clips from the releases marked with this icon can be heard on dotmusic at: www.dotmusic.com/reviews 

I    ORISHAS; A Lo Cubano (Cooltempo 527082-2). This album has been getting a lot of play by MWs sister magazine fono. From Cuba via Paris and Madrid, this is one of the strongest Latin-flavoured releases for some time. Taking aspects of French rap and fusing them with Cuban mélodies has created a sound that is both original and infectious. Standout tracks include Represent, A Lo Cubano and their inimitable reworking of the Buena Vista classic Chan Chan 
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*VC LASSICALnews 
EDITED BY ADAM WOODS - CLASSICAL 

HAVMARKET SKAPS UP CUSSIC fH M£ Haymarket Magazines, which bought Gramophone last year for £8.5m, bas brokered a licensing agreement to con publish Classic FM Magazine. It is und that Haymarket is eager to create a range of classical music titles that covers the widest possible readership, wilh Gramophone appealing to the specialist market and Classi FM Magazine covering high-profile classical artists and crossover projects alongside iifestyle features a 1 
entry-level guides • "ne classics. EEIîH itoV* 

le highly distinctive Iifestyle orientated end of the market," says Haymarket Group publishing director Kevin Costello. "This is a stratégie move to strengthen our position within the industry and the news-stand classical music category." Classic FM Magazine's accessible record reviews and feature coverage of record-related projects have attracted reguiar advertising support ffom major and indépendant record companies. At its launch in February 1995, many industry observera suggested that the title would not survive in a compétitive, even overcrowded classical music magazine 'asslc FM Magazine to attract a healthy proportion of ABC1 readers. The title's most recent ABC figures show a circulation of 38,322 and a total monthly readership of 223,000. 
:h other, with a 

Haymarket will take over générai responsibility for Classic FM Magazine ffom John Brown Publishing in November, retaining Lucy Hall as editor together with her recently appointed deputy Michael Quinn and the existing éditorial team. The new publishing deal also includes an association between Gramophone and Rob Cowan's Sunday night radio show Classic FM CD Choice. 
UNIVERSAL CLASSICS DIVIDES PRESS ROLES Univeraal Classics UK has divided responsibility for press and promotion for products released by its thi  ÎCc z handled separately. on the newlyxtreated post of [ ' 11 ' il Classics. She wm oe 
facilitating press and PR opportunities for, among others, John Barry, Bond, Lakatos, Utf 

Pavarotti. Lucy Hall Smith assumes responsibility as press manager for core product on the Decca, Deutsche Grammophon and Philips labels, assisted by Claire Willis. Their brief will cover such artists as Claudio Abbado, Cecilia Bartoli, Pierre Boulez, Alfred Brendel (pictured), Renée Reming, Sir John Eliot Gardiner, Valéry Gergiev, Anne-Sophie Mutter, Andréas Scholl and Bryn Terfel, and also include Bocelli and Pavarotti's classical output. 
AndrewStewartl@compuserve.co 

□□□□m 
of the week 

ANTHONY HOLBORNE: The Teares of the Muses 1599. Hespèrion XXI/ Savall. (Alia Vox AV 9813). This is the second volume of Elizabeihan consort music to emerge from Jordi Savall's Barcelona-based Alia Vox label, one of the most attractively and intelligently produced of early y Holborne, whose biography amounts to little more than a andful of facts and suppositions, was clearly a composer of rich aient. His Pavanes, Galliards and Almaines, puhlished in 1599 for he alluring mixed consort of trehle viol, recorder and bass viol t of plucked instruments, 

REVIEWS 
CASELLA: Chamber Music, including Trio Sonata Op.62, Sinfonia Op.53, La Giara, etc. Ex Novo Ensemble (ASV CD DCA 1085). Casella (1883-1947) studied in Paris with Gabriel Fauré, under whose guidance he developed an évident sensibility for chamber music. Strong mélodie writing marks this programme selected to represent Casella's créative life from its early years to the magnificent Trio Sonata of 1938. JF FASCH: Missa Brevis; Suite in G minor; Violin Concerto. Linden Baroque Orchestra, Choir and Soloists/Reiter (Meridian CDE 84373). The Missa Brevis and D Major Violin Concerto on this Meridian dise receive their world première recordings, both works revived with grâce and style by Walter Reiter's pro-am Linden Baroque Orchestra. 

A VIENNESE EVENING AT THE ALBERT HALL: Works by Haydn, J Strauss II, R Strauss, Lehar Hallé Orchestra/ Barbirolli (BBC Legends BBCL 4038-2). the BBC Legends e Royal Albert Hall in ; for this year's Proms sed in the August s of BBC Music Magazine and 
"1 MOZART: Don Giovanni. "WÊL- Siepi, Délia Casa, Danco, Gueden, Corena, Dermota, etc. Vienna j Philharmonic/Krips s 466 389-2). August's Gramophone carries a review of Daniel Harding's new, fiery Don Giovanni on Virgin Classics in which the young conductor is advised to listen to Josef Krips's classic recording. Harding might prefer to stick to his guns, although there's no denying the f theatrioal intensity and ps's 1955. 
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the Storm is breaking! 
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LIFE IS A R0LLERC0ASTER D0PSI...IDID IT AGAIN 
THE POWER OF LOVE 

WHEN AWOMAN 
WHAT S MY AGE AGAIN 

5 rBWTRY AGAIN 43 CSaSKYDIVt 
WOMAN TROUBLE THE ONE 
SANDSTORM O 
GOTTATELL YOU flR 27 2 IT'S GONNA BE MY WAY ^ O Precious (BAG & Arrahor) Zomba/Chrysa n4 2 SUNOAY MORNING CALLeig Brothe Oasis ISlenl/Gallaqherl SonvAIVIGallagherl DAY&NIGHTO 

WEED YOUR LOVIN' (LIKE THE SUNSHINE) PosiAracdtw otctw 136iei 12 Esa' I LL NEVER STOP 13 ES3 7NEWBEGINNING/BRIGHT EYESO 
52 ptmlight years 

UNCLE JOHN FROM JAMAICA C/l 39 6 MAMA - WHO DA MAN? J ■ Richard Biackvvood Uirioi/PmM/SECOiWiirar-OBmul IT FEELS SO GOOD* PORCELAIN 
DONT CALL ME BABY O 

TURNTO YOU 57 EBUrl IWANT YOUR LOVE IGUANA 
UGLY 

60 EBaCHARLOTTE 90 20 7 SHACKLES (PRAISE YOU) t. O Mary Mary (Campbell) EMI (Campbell/Atki CANTO DELIA TERRA 
ITHINK 1 M IN LOVE WITH YOU Jessica Simpson (Rooney) EMI/Sony ATV/Cori Trffar GIRLS LIKE US 

25 UHJjSSSSTfLISTEN) 63 CBflj 
0 64 " -CANDYe!j GOTYOUR MONEY 65 90 m NO ORDINftRY MORNING/HfllCYON CO ItOàt c|licanB (Bracegirc||e| ig/BMGTWamer-Chap 1 6 651 14 T0C^s

k ^mSmg/bwI CJ 59 '6 COMING AROUND 29 IMl 
68 rmiBARCELONA BEAUTIFUL 

32 
CALL ME 

35 28 4 LAST ONE STANDING RCA 74321762422/74321762414 IBMG) 73 62 6 1rs MY TURN 
IT'S MY LIFE SANDWICHES 

07 30 7 ONTHEBEACH •" York IStenzeil Warnor-Ch WSd 

LiuiAjvàjL5a^3 
the new single 

rome wasn't buïlt in a day ew214 cdl, cdZ, me 

1 MUSIC SALESPERSON 
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THE OFFICIAI II K CHARTS 

SINGLES 

CHART 
COMMENTARY 

yllgar «Hg 

x _... 

SINGLE FACTFILE 
After losing approximatelv 50% of his Its first woek tally was more than sales on a technicality, Ronan Keating 197,000, a total whîch could noarly have still manages to rêgister his second solo been matched last week by his new number one hit with some ease. At the single Life Is A Rollercoaster. In topping âge of 23, Keating has an incredible 13 the chart with his two solo singles to number ones to his crédit - six as a date, Keating has reaffîrmed himself as member of Boyzone, five as co-manager Boyzone's mainman, particularly in of Westlife and two solo. His début solo comparlson to recent solo débuts by single When You Say Nothing At AH spent Stephen Gately and Mikey Graham, who 

by ALAN JONES and has sold more than 530,000 copies. number 13 positions respectively. 

Fonï-and' a member of Boyzone, Keating was knocked off the summit by both B*Witched and Westlife last year. This week, his second solo single, Life Is A Rollercoaster, curtails the reign of The er one. Breathiess - but not 
of about half of his sales. Life Is /asdssued on two CDs and nain CD, featuring an 

id inelihihle for the chart, leaving Polydor with sales of only a iimited édition second CD and the cassette single counting towards the chart. They quickly 
quantities of the previously Iimited CD and rushed another CD into production to count as the third format. In early sales flashes, Keating's single looked likely to corne close 

MARKET REPORT TOP 10 COMPANIES TOP C0RP0RATE GROUPS 

to matchingthe 199,000 sales which earned Ail Saints' Pure Shores the hig weekly tally of the year but the final co 

INDEPENDENT SINGLES 
SANDSTORM Darude SUNDAY MORNING CALL Oasis WHENIS AID GOODBYE/SUMMER OF LOVE Steps l'LL NEVER STOP 'N-Sync 
THE POWER OF LOVE NEIGHBOURHOOO GOOD THING GOING 
OOPSU 010 ITAGAIN CEMENTED SHOES THE ONE 

SANDWICHES DOOMS NIGHT FREEZE TREATHER UKEALAOY 

sales for eligible formats of Life Is A Rollercoaster amounts to just under 94.500 - a far cry from Pure Shores' total but still vcz.T . 

50% more than The Corrs' 63.000 tally for Breathiess. After a record-equalling seven new entries to the Top 10 last week, there are just two this week - Ronan Keating's Life Is A Rollercoaster and Aaliyah's Try Again. The 
is Aaliyah's 14th hit and her first to reach the Top 10. It débuts at number five, with sales of 38,000, easily beating the number 11 peak of her previous biggest hit, 1998*5 Are You That Somebody. While Aaliyah has reâched the Top 10 for the first time, 'N Sync fall short of it, bringing to a close their run of three Top 10 successes in a row. 'N Sync had their biggest hit to date in March, reaching number three with Bye Bye Bye, the introductory single from their No Strings Attached album. The follow-up, ni Never Stop, débuts at 13 this week, six places above Chrlstina Agullera with her third single, I Tum To You. 

pepsu > 
* 

Neo NEOCD 033 (V) Brother RKIDSCD 004 {3MV/P) Ebul/Jive 9201162 (P) 
DeLaSoulfeat Redman . Tommy BoyTBCD2102B(P) Lonestar Grapevine/BMG 74321742582 (RMG/BMG) FrankieGoesTo Hollywood ZTTZTT150CD (P) Zed Bias Locked OnyXL Recordings LOX122CD (V) 
Briiney Spears My Vitriol Backstreet Boys Infectious INFECT 89CDS(V) Jive 9250662 (P) Perfecto PERF4CDS{3MV/P) 

Club Tools 0067285 CLU(P) Skint SKINT55CD (3MV/P) Jive 9250772 (P) 

LIFE IS A ROLLERCOASTER i » ITHINKI'M IN LOVE WITH YOU Jew 

31 » NEVER BE THE SAME AGAIN Met 
33 » OOPSU DIDIT AGAIN B.iinfly 34 -» IWANT YOUR LOVE Atomic Ktu 

SUMMER OF LOVE Lonyo: 

PROMO is the essential insider's guide to the international 
music video industry. Each month PROMO features promo 
of the month, news, airplay eharts, contacts and much more. 

ut a year's subscription to PROMO and gct two essential contact guides for £REE. 
le Directors' Directory 1999-2000 lists an A-Z of UK, US and Gennan directors1 

ho Shot What in '99 provides contacts for ail involved with videos shot throughout 1999. O 

HURRY - offer open for a Iimited period only 

1 

For more information, contact Shane on tel: +44 {0)20 7940 8605, 
e-mail: sdoherty@unmf.com, or fax: +44 (0)20 7407 7087 
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worldpop CH ART AL UK ALBUMS 0 F F 

TOP 7 5 h-:: 

g2 60 30 INVINCIBLE ★ THE PLATINUM ALBUM Vengaboys (Danski/Del Mundo) ENEMAOF THE STATE Blink 182 (Rnn) 27 
NORTHERN STAR 

, î-c B1 „ UNLEASH THE DRAGON 33 Sisqo (Sisqo/West! WHITELADDER 0518573829832^)^29 " 
THE HEAT PLAY *3 

THINGSTO MAKE AND DO C 5 , THE GREATES! HITS ★ J Whitney Houston (Various) m FRAGMENTS OF FREEDOM • East West 8573840272 (TENI 
Beat/Polydor 5477682 (Ul a OO 3, 54 ON HOW LIFE IS *4 «2 Epie 4S 547768475477681/-MacyGravISIalerl 4944 

86 sT Polydor 5438572 (U) 5438574/-/- 34 " 53 CALIFORNICATION ★ (élWamar Bros9362473862(TENI Rod Hot Chili Peppers (Rubin) 9362473864/-/- RD m MILLENNIUM ★ U U ■A* Backstreel Boys (Martin/Lundin/L P| 2 Jive 0523222 (P) 
9' ,2REL0AD*3 ) m Gut GUTCD 009 (V) 35 ■ ,77 OUT OFTIME *5 Wamer Bros 7599264962 (TENI REM (Litl/REMl WX 404C/WX404/- fil 48 84 LEFT1SM ★ HardHam O ■ Leftfield (LeWield) ds/Columbia HANOCD 2 (TEN) HANDMC 2/HANDLP 2T 

10' 3 ALONE WITH EVERYBOBY • HaWirgin cdhutx 63(E) Ritliard Ashcroft (Poner/Ashcroftl HUTMCXBÏHim)LP63/MDHUT63 36 32 284 GOLD - GREATEST HITS *12 Polydor 5170072 (U) fi9 66 2 WILD&WICKED Shania Twain () Rwp RWPCD1123 (BMG) 
11 I rag SLAVE TO LOVE uau Bryan Feriy (Various) Virgin CDV2921 (E) TCV 2921/-/MDV 2921 37 28 474 RUMOURS *10 Wamer Bros K 256344 (TEN) Fleetwood Mae IReetwood Mac/Dashut/Caillatl K 456344/-/- fiO mm SIGNIFICANT OTHER U O Limp Bizk'it (Date) Interscope IND 90335 (U) INC 90335/INT2 90335/- 
12 9 60 THE MAN WHO *7 ®2hdependiente 1S0M3C0X(TEN) Travis (GodricIVHeilges/WairiVGrimblal ISOM 3MC/1S0M 9LP/1S0M 9MD 38 " 2 INVINCIBLE SUMMER Wamer Braters9362476052 (TENI kd lang (LeGassick) 9362476054/-/- 50 25 SCREAMADELICA# ) Creation CRECD 076 (3MV/P) CCRE 076/CRELP 076/CREMD 076 
13 ; 35BRANDNEWDAY* ff Sting (Sting/Kipper) 1 A8iM/Polydor 4904512^U) 39 » 5 CLASSIC SINATRAO Cap.toisasoaiE) fin „ 5 HEAR MY CRY Sonique (Allen/Ramos) Serious/Universal 1592302 (U) 
14. , 27 SUPERNATURAL * 1 Arista 078221^®)2(BMG) 40 » ,67 JAGGED LITTLE PILL *9 Maverick/Reprise 9362459012(TENI fifi 64 19thewomaninme* uu Shania Twain (Lange) Mercury 52288K(U) 
151 UHTVVENTYFOURSEVEN * ^ #1 Partophone 5231802 (E) 41 37 9GLADIAT0R-0ST Decca 4670942 (U) Hans Zimmer Si Usa Gerrard (1 4670344/-/- R7 54 169 TRACY CHAPMAN *3 ^ ' Tracy Chapman (Kershenbaum) ElekîraK 9607742 (TEN) Eia44C/-/- 

;||42 " (il Columbia 4949352 (TEN) 9 KALEIDOSCOPE O 
17 ercury5425622)11} no 3, 126 THE BEST OF ROD STEWART *5 5425614/-/- RodStewart (Various) Wamer Bros K 9260342M Bros K 9260342/WX 314C/WX 314 (TEN) 1 O I6 55 SLIM SHADY • Interscope/Polydor IND 90321 (U) A A 1 0 Eminem (Dr Dre) INC 90287/1NT 290287/- ^ ^ 
19 ^ rscope/Polydor 4904862 (U) 45 ' 
20 s ONKA'S BIG MOKA# 46 3 68 AUTOMATIC FOR THE PEUPLE *6 « 

47 4 30 TALK ON CORNERS *9 /Nowels/Sleinberg/Ballard) 

A 23 ^ 38 STEPTACULAR *4 

69 - 
70 
71 
72 - 
73 
74 
75 * 

mer Bros 3382463472/93824SSfl4 (TEN) 
ercury/A&M 4905222 (U) 

22 THE ULTIMATE COLLECTION • ibia SONYTV 47CD (TEN) 

n PROTECTION/NO PROTECTION* 

«6 Mercury 1700812 (U) 50 47 „ BABY ONE MORE TIME *3 rç4Ji»eG522172ra522174/-/-|P| 
A 25 3 (BMGI A RI 57 106 F0RGlVEN,N0TF0RG0ïïEN * ®2Atlantic7567926122(TEN) 113214/-/- ^ ■ The Corrs (Foster/Corr) 7567926124/-/- 

TOP COMPILATIONS 

0O rnrn KISS CLUBLIFE SUMMER 2000 Universa!7V/56011Z 

5 CLUB NIIX IBIZA 2000 ★ 
6 TOP OF THE POPS 2000 VOL 2 • 

5 CIGARETTES AND ALCOHOL 

6 THE BEST SUMMER HOLIDAY EVER  VirailVEMI VTDC0307WnMC307/-/- (E) 4 MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 2 Hollywood aiittMWRiP) 

sal TV 5246822/5246824/-/-[U) 
7 CHILLED EUPHORIA 

ARTISTS A-Z 

3 CAFE DEL MAR - VOLUMEN SIETE  ManBesIn 5249122/5249124/5249121/- lU) g HAPPY & GLORIOUS Decca 4671002/467I004/-/- (U) 
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ALBUMS 

CHART 
ALBUMS FACTFILE 

Only three weeks after their fïrst major Parlophone act, did so in 1997. It is the 

COMMENTARY 
album chart at number one with their one since Radiohead's OK Computer, also début, Parachutes. The album sold more in 1997, and cornes just a month after than 70,000 copies last week and makes Kylie Minogue's Spinning Around became the yoiing Parlophone band - 22-year-old the label's fïrst number one single for singer Chris Martin, 21-year-old guitarists seven years. Coldplay's album was 

by ALAN JONES 
year-old drummer Will Champion - the was available for as little as £9.99 in fïrst rock act to top the chart with their some stores) and follows excellent live début album since Mansun, another performances this summer. 

Coldplay's imprt ensure that Eminem's The Marshall Mathers LP slips back to number two again this week, despite selling a further 56,000 copies. The Eminem album bas re than " " 
th weekly isistently above 40,000. ed great critioal acclaim îd to the independent China label re thought to be one of the main reasons why Warner Music imprint. China has since be East West, and Morcheeba's new album Fragments Of Freedom has had somewh. mixed reviews. Nevertheless, it débuts th week at number six, becoming easily the band's highest charting album, beating tf nunjber 70 success of their début album Who Can You Trust? and the number 18 peak of their critically acclaimed 1998 set Big Calm. Fragments Of Freedom sold 

COMPIIATIONS 

MARKET REPORT TOP 10 COMPANIES 
this week's biggest resurgence is due   Tumer's Twenty Four Seven album rockets 150-15, elght after peaking at number nine. Its increased by 676% - a resuit of the album being repackaged with a bonus CD featurine Iwe'fracks. Twenty 'É modestly compared to many of Tina's previous albums but  surge take it past the 300,000 

d Oasis single to feature 
was the 1996 chart-topper Don' In Anger), Sunday Morning Call's comparatively slow décliné (it falls 4-11 on its second week, while the group's last iskidded 4-17 at the same stage) gives the embattled group a   worked wonders for the parenl album Standing On The Shoulder Of Giants, which jumped 65-45 last week and now 

An 18% décliné in sales of Fresh Hits - Volume 1 isn't enough to prevent the latest in the successful Wamer.esp/ Global TV/Sony TV sériés from retaining pôle position for a second week. The compilation sold nearly 34,000 copies last week, to bring its two week tally to almost 75,000, exactly matching the pace of a comparable release last year, Fresh Hits 99. That must corne as a relief to the partners behind the album, bearing in mind the significant downturn in sales of the latest album in the other main compilation sériés, EMI/Virgin/ Universal's Now That's What I Call Music! Saies of Now! 45 reached the 650,000 mark last week, its 13th on release. While that is enough to make it easily the biggest selling compilation of the year, it is some 34,000 (5%)'behind the pace of last year's 

équivalent. Now! 42. The album which came closest to Fresh Hits - Volume 1 this week is Kiss Clublife Summer 2000, which débuts at number twc with nearly 30,000 sales. The album includes a 20-page booklet about clubbing abroad, and features 39 tracks on two mixed CDs, including Darude's Sandstorm, Toca's Miracle by Fragma and Spiller's upcoming monster Groovejet, which checks into the singles chart at number 40 this week, despite having spent two weeks at top of the club chart. Mission: Impossible 2's excellent soundtrack increases its sales by a further 17%, and climbs 15-12 as a resuit. The 

iMKiî TOP 10 COMPANIES TOP CORPORATE CROUPS 

SALES UPDATE tej. YEAR TO DATE iîSr- VERSUS UST 
COMPILATIONS' SHARE OF TOTAL SALES 

INDEPENDENT ALBUMS THE YEAR SO FAR... 
TOP 20 ALBUMS 

RELOAD STANDING ON THE SHOULDER OF GIANTS OOPSIIDID IT AGAIN THINGSTO MAKE AND DO THE HOUR OF BEWILDERBEAST LIVEATTHEGREEK SCREAMADELICA A SECRET HISTORY GARBAGE BABY ONE MORE TIME STEPTACULAR YOU'VE COME A LONG WAY, BABY I LIKE TO SCORE REMEDY 
BUENAVISTA SOCIAL CLUB 

Tom Jones Gut GUTCD 009 (V) Oasis Big Brother RKID CD002 (3MV/P) Britney Spears Jive 9220392 (P) Moloko Echo ECHCO 31 (P) Badly Drawn Boy XL Recordings TNXLCD133 (V) Jimmy Page & The Black Crowes SPV Recordings SPV 09172022 (KO) Primai Scream Création CRECD 076 (3MV/P) The Divine Comedy 

Skint BRASSIC UCD (3MV/PI 

7 STANDING ON THE SHOULDER OF GIANTS 0> 
2 THE MARSHALL MATHERS LP Ef 
1 BABY ONE MORE TIME 

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 2 - ORIGINAL SCORE H 

XL Recordings XLCD129 (V) ushroom MUSH 59CD (3MV/P) World Circuit WCD 050 (P) ushroom MUSH 29CD(3MV/P) Jive fl&vn (P) Hollywood 0109692HWR (V) 
7 NORTHERN STAR 

INTERSCOPE/POLYDOR 
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THE OFFICIAI UK CH ART S 
SPECIAI STfl 

MID-PRICE COUMTRY 

TRACY CHAPMAN MTV UNPLUGGED PROTECTION/NO I 143/Lava/Atlantic 7567809862 (TEN) Wild Bunch WBRCD2 (E) Création CRECD076 (3MV/P) 4 THE BEST OF O GARBAGE I 8 ESSENTIALTRANCE SIX PACK APPETITE FOR DESTRUCTION î THE D00RS i O TIME PIECES - THE BEST 0F ERIC ClAPTON I 12 D00KIE i ESI WORLD CUQUE i 15 THE MASTERPLAN ' 18 BROTHERS IN ARMS 

Mushroom D31450{3MV/P) Beechwood EBXC006 (BMD/P) GeHen/Polydor GFID19286 (U) Elektra K9740072 (TEN) Polydor 8000142 (U) Reprise 9362455292 (TEN) 
Big Brother RKIDCD00913MV/P) 

COME ON OVER 
WILD & WICKED LONELY GRILL BREATHE THE HARDEST PART TRANSCENDENTALBLUES DWIGHTYOAKAMACOUSTIC.NET WIDE OPEN SPACE THE DUST BOWL SYMPHONY SONGS OF INSPIRATION LOVE WILL ALWAYS WIN IAM SHELBY LYNNE 

Mercury 1700812 (U) Mercury 5228862 (U) Rwp RWPCD1123 (BMG) ivine/BMG 07863677622 (RMG/BMG) Warner Brothers 2473732 (Import) MCA Nashville 1701142 (U) Epie 4980749 (TEN) Reprise 9362477142 (TEN) Epie 4898422 (TEN) 

LEANN RIMES SITTIN'ONTOP OF THE WORLD STILL CANT SAY G00DBYE LOVE SONGS 

Ritz RITZBCD 709 (RMG/U) Namer Bros 9362473312 (TEN) Mercury 5461772 (U) 
Epie 04951512 (TEN) MCA Nashville 1701022 (U) Curb/London 8573805122 (TEN) Curb/London ffi60202 (TEN) Ritz RZCD 0092 (RMG/U) Ritz RZBCD 715 (RMG/U) 

BUDGET 
W0MAN TROUBLE DOWNLOAD 2000 STRICTLY TRANCE 2 STRICTLYIBIZA ANTHEMS FOLLOW ME HITS COUECTION a leaL The Morrighan 
ESSENTIAL HARD HOUSE YEAR 0F THE DRAGON GREATESTHITS 

îchwoodSTRCDIS (BMD/P) îchwood STRCD16 (BMD/P) Positiva CDTIVD131 (E) Spectrum 5375492 (U) Wonderboy WBOY18 (U) BLOOD SUGAR SEX M/ APPETITE FOR DESTRUCTION BINAURAL REMASTERS 

Mushroom D 31450 {3MV/P) Warner Bros 7599266812 (TEN) Geffen/PolydorGEFD 24148 (BMG) Epie 4945902 (TEN) Atlantic 7567804152 (TEN) 

R&B SINGLES DANCE SINGLES 
THE REAL SUMSHADY 

4 SH ACKLES (PRA1SE YOU) 5 GHEHO ROMANCE CD G ET OUT 6 FORGOTABOUTORE 8 THEREYOU 60 

Eminem Interscope/Polydor 4973792 (U Aaliyah Virgin VUSCD167 (E Artful Dodger & R Craig féal C David Public Demand/lfrr FCDP380 (TEN De La Soul féal Redman Tommy Boy TBCD2102B (P OI'DirtyBastardfealKelis Elektra E 70771 MaryMary Columbia 6694202 (TEN Damage Afterlife/Cooltempo CDCOOLS 347 (E BustaRhymes Elektra E7075CD (TEN Dr Dre féal Eminem Interscope/Polydor 4973422 (U 

I TREAT HER UKE A LADY 
9 13 GOODSTUFF 

ParlophoneRhythm Sériés (E Jive 9250770 (P Arista 730112 (Import DefJam 5628331 (U Virgin VUSDX164 (E 
HEWASNTMAN ENOUGH ILEARNEDFROM THE BEST SAYMYNAME 

True Steppers féal DaneBc 

LaFace/Arista 74321757852 (BMG) Arista 74321723992 (BMG) Columbia 6691882 (TEN) Virgin VSCDX1762 (E) Jet JETSCD 502 (3MV/V) Epie 6689862 (TEN) Dusted Sound/Sony S2 6668935 (TEN) «ers NuLife/Arista 74321753342 (BMG) 

INEED YOUR LOVIN' (UKE THE SUNSHINE) Marc Et Claude i SSSST (LISTEN) Jonah I OOOH De La SoulfeatRe 
BEAUTIFUL Matt Darey's Mash Up I NO ORDINARY MORNING/HALCYON Chicane I BACK2 BACK VOL1 DJSS/ShyFX DOOMSNIGHT AzzidoDaBass ANOTHERDAY SkipRaidersfeaL. I TRYAGAIN Aaliyah 

G ET OUT FUTURE ACID HOUSE SANDSTORM NEIGHBOURHOOD 

s Incentive CENT7T(3MV/TEN) vaganza XTRAV1212 (3MV/TEN) Formation FORM12084(SRD) Club Tools 0066710CLU(P) Perfecto PERF4T (3MV/P) Virgin VUST167 (E) ousel/Arista 74321774811 (BMG) 
AM'.PM 12AMPM133 (U) 

iuzNUKPA0174 (ADD) 

DANCE ALBUMS 
THE MARSHALL MATHERSLP 
PURE GARAGE II 3 ARMAGEDDON 2 3 AYIA NAPATHE ALBUM- RYDEOR DIE-VOLI1 

Interscope/Polydor 4906291/4906294 (U) Craig féal Craig David ffrTFXX380/-(TEN) warner.esp -/WMMC007 (TEN) 

) TAKEN FOR 6RANTED Long Ust Brother S002CD1 (V) 

MUSIC VIDEO ) THE CORRS: Unpluggcd 
i ORIGINAL CAST RECORDING: Oklahoma! f STEPS: The Nexl Step - Live I ORIGINAL CAST RECORDING: Joseph & The Amazing Techi 9 FRANK SINATRA:MyWay 21 CHER; Live In Concert 12 VARIOUS: Hey Mr Producer! 14 SANTANA: Supcrnatural Live' O SPICE GIRLS; In America - A Tûur Story 17 JANE MCDONALD; in Concert 

ILC Video ERE132 Video Collection VC4127 Wamer Vision Inl 8573801773 Video Collection VC4146 Direct Video IX9710STUKV Virgin Vi02877 Video Collection VC4150 
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ALL THE UK CHARTS 

DANCE 

a COOL CUTS CHART H 
2 FREAK LIRE ME Tru Falth & Dub Consplracy Posillva (Veiyatchytwo-slep Im mlh mines from WideboymdDme) 3 FLY AWAY Vincent De Moor Comblned Forces (Mélodie Em-tmce from Ihe Dulcb mssler) 4 CHEEKY ARMADA llllcil Yola (IMlJMddBimhitiMbgliimstgdMmimkeilliMlliml 3 JAZZIN' THE WAY Jazzy M Perieclo (FmllygewngsnollimlreleisewilhanewPachadijbl 3 WALKIRG IN SUNSHINE Velvet Girl Addllive (■/ntote deep fonce m b® wes tow ûss i SMiiihI Pbllfe Vin Mai) a HI-FI WRECKERDeejay Punk-Roc Alrdog (Blg bassyeleclro workoulabead ofhis nen album) 9 SILENCE Delirium Nettwerk (Wilb new mines IromDJ TiesloandAirscape) 3 TOOT TOOT HEY BEEP BEEP Rec Rangers Skint flm Kool Keilb and Healher Hunier ou mais and X-Press 2 on Ihe min) a CUT THIS GROOVE Basemenl Jaxx whlle label (Fealuring Iheir encellenl Slarl boolie) 7 LADYModjo Sound 01 Barclay (CatchyFiencb vocal bouse lune wilb a summery vibe) 6 SINCERE MJCole TalkinLoud IBackamndagainwithnewmises from Jazanova and HakedMusic) a ELECTRONIC FUNK Ml NuLlle (Cool rolling lunky two-slep lune from Dillon S Dickens) a SUNFLOWERS Agent Sumo Virgin (Major label debul wilb a min IromPeace Division) 3 AZURE Steve Gibbs FlveAM (Excellent deep trancer wilb remin from Hyperion) 3 TWILIGHT Nu Phunk Theory Forensic (Superb cool deep bouse groove) a ARE YOU READY TO PARTY The Shrink Split 

9 11 3 10 22 2 11 31 2 12 30 2 13 5 4 14 7 4 15 2 4 16 9 3 17 28 2 18 23 2 

22 29 2 23 10 6 

17 Œa EVERYBODY ROCK ITBoom! (Fealuring a powerlul Peace Division dub) 18 [Sa JOYRIDER ColourGirl (Wilb mines from MulDodgerand-Y-Tribe) 
(Wilb mines from Genlleman Thiel, FC Kabuna and Fulureshock) 3 TV/O TRIBES FGTH ZTT (Rem/edlorclublandby Bob Seade.Apollo Four Forty and OlavBasoski) 

URBAN TOP 20 
3 TRY AGAIN Aallyah Virgin 11 NO MORE Rull Endz Epie 3 7 DAYS Craig David Wildslar 8 WIFEY/JERK Next Arista 3 JUMPIN' JUMPIN" Destiny's Child Columbia 7 GHEHO ROMANCE Damage Cooltempo 2 WHO IS J1LL SCOH? (LP) Jill Scott Epie 7 DANCE TONIGHT/U LA LucyPearl Beyond/Virgin 2 SHAKE1T UP Horace Brown Sony 4 J8SIA HATTER OF TIMEAJKIIL YOb C0I.IE BACK TO ME Hll SI Soul Ddiub a MARY MARY (LP) Mary Mary Columbia a WHY DION'T YOU CALL HE/I'VE COMMITEQ HURDER Hacy Guy Epie a I WISH Cari Thomas Bad Boy 5 FINE Whllney Houston Arlsla a OOOH De La Soul feat. Redman a SPIRITUAL LOVE (LP) Trin-l-tee 5:7 8 THE REAL SLIM SHADY Emlnem 7 GET DUT Busla Rhymes a ENOUGH IS ENOUGH Dennis Taylor 3 ONCE UPON A TIME/COME HOME Monte 

Tommy Boy B-Rite/Polydor Inlcrscope/Polydor 

CLUB CHART TOP 40 
2 GROOVEJET (IF THIS AINT LOVE) Spiller Positiva 3 FRENCH KISS (SO HOW'S YOUR EVENING SO FAR?) Lil Louis vs Josh Wink Nrr 2 WHEN I FALL IN LOVE Kltib Family feat. Sybil SlipVSlide/Manilesto 3 LIFE GOES ON Géorgie Porgie Neo 3 ARE YOU READY TO PARTY? The Shrink Splil 2 I CAN HEAR VOICES/CANED AND UNABLE Hi-Gale Incentive 3 2 FACED Louise 1slAvenue/EMI 4 I FEEL FOR YOU Bob Sinclar Defected WIDE EYED ANGEL Origin Los! Language SOMETHING ABOUT YOU TBC... Echo BASSFLY Tillman & Ries Liguid Asset D.E.V.I.L. 666 Echo PASILDA Alro Medusa Azuli MORE & MORE Spoiled & Zigo Manifeste PURE PLEASURE SEEKER Moloko Echo EVERYBODY 2000 BC Nebula I TURN TO YOU Melanie 0 Virgin LOOKIN' 4 LOVE Lucrezia Logic UNEMPLOYED IN SUMMERTIME Emiliana Torrini One Little Indian WHO KEEPS CHANGING YOUR MIND South Street Player Crcam WHAT YOU DO Big Bass vs Michelle Narine Stonebridge/Edel MOUNTAIN TOP 99» Allair Piayola/Edel DESIRE Ultra Nale AM:PM HOME Chakra WEA BITS + PIECES Arfemesia Tidy Trax NO MORE TURNING BACK Gitta Pepper CHEEKY ARMADA lllicit feat. Gram'ma Funk Yola WBEN IHE WORLD IS RlINlilHG DOWII (YOU CSiri GO WROIG) Diltoenl Geir vs Ttie fplice 

31 15 3 32 taa 33 21 6 

LET ME BE YOUR FANTASY Bahy D GALAXIA Moonman JOYRIDER ColourGirl FREE John'00'Fleming NEAR ME Smudge & Smith CALL IT FATE Dan Richie WHAT A NIGHT 71h District inc feat. Janine Cross CALLING MY NAME Eddie Lock vs The Pries! HUDSON STREET Agnelli & Nelson ADDICTED Polaris TRUE (THE FAGGOT IS YOU) Motel TIME TO BURN Slorm 

Syslematic 
React INCredible Pure Silk Credence Plastic Surgery Xtravaganza Future Groove Hooj Choons Data 

RISE IN Steve Lawler TAKE YOUR TIME The Love Bite BARABAJAGAL Dope Smugglaz Ails COOCHY COO En-Core EARTH MOTHER Jaki EICHELRUCK Da Hool THE MOOVE Baby Eléphant FEELS LIKE SUNSHINE Y Para Sol FOR SURE Scooch 0 ON THE LEVEL Yomanda  

Bedrock AM:PM rs leal. S Ryder/H Marks Perieclo VC Recordings Wildsound 

mprovcd DJ reacllons. Ttw Club Chart Top 60 (InduillnB mbies), Uitan, Pop ant 

CHART COMMENTARY byALAN JONES 
w 

ell.don'tsaywe 
obviously going to be a number one on both the uub and Pop charts than Splller's Groovejet (If This Ain't Love). It duly fulfils our earlier prédictions this week by exploding 12-1 on the Club Chart and 18-1 on the Pop lisL It Is another astonishing number one for Pssiliva, which has now had six aiready on the Club Chart and four on the Pop Chart this millennium. Its eartier upfront number ones are Off The Wall (Enjoy Yourself) by Wisdome (February), Stop Playing With My Mind by Barbara Tucker (February), Toca's Miracle by Fragma (April), Cet Wicked by Those 2 (May) and I Need Your Lovin' by Marc Et Claude (June). The Fragma and Marc Et Claude records were also Pop Chart number ones, as was Alice Deejay's Will 1 Ever. The Groovejet single was 

a fortnight ago aFonêTofthe mixers on the Bob Sinclar single. Dance music is universal and records from Italy, Germany, France and the Netherlands have taken the number one position on the Club Chart for nearly half of this year, while the Top 10 has had more foreign than UK produebons almost every week so far. It is getting more exotic ail the time, with big hits in recent weeks from Australia (Madison Avenue), Finland (Darude) and even Israël (Spoiled & Zigo)... For the second week in a row, there are no new entries to the Club Chart Top 10. In fact, the highest new entry is South Street Player's Who Keeps Changing Your Mind way down at number 20 - the lowest position this year for the highest new entry to the chart. Even so, don't bet against it being number one next week - the highest new entry has rocketed to number one in each of the past three weeks, and the South Street Player single is both an old favourite and available in excellent new mixes... The Urban Chart has welcomed just six new entries in the past three weeks but its calm Is disturbed this week by the arrivai of seven new records in the Top 20, with the Mary Mary album sampler leading the way at number 11. At the top, Ruff Endz' No More maintains exactly the same points total it gained last week but is overtaken by Aaliyah, whose Try Again triumphs by a paper-thin margin. 
POP TOP 20 

2 GROOVEJET (IF THIS AIN'T LOVE) Spiller i 3 2 FACED Louise IslAver 3 MORE S MORE Spoiled S Zigo M: SI I TURN TO YOU Melanie C El LOOKIN'4 LOVE Lucrezia El NO MORE TURNING BACK Gilfa 4 WHEN I SAID GOODBYE/SUMMER OF LOVE Sleps E El FOR SURE Scnocti Ai 4 DANCE AND SHOUTShaggy Ur 2 FEELS LIKE SUNSHINE Y Para Sol Ur 2 ARE YOU READY TO PARTY? The Shrink D D.E.V.I J I CAN HEAR VOICES/CANED AND UNABLE Hi-Gale II 2 THE WHISTLE SONG DJ Aligalor Prolecl a HOME Chakra 2 PEREECT MOMENT Mary Grlllln Sys a BASSFLY Tillman & Ries Llgui 2 LIFE GOES ON Géorgie Porgie a EARTH MOTHER Jaki Wll 1 I NEED YOUR LOVIN' (LIKE THE SUNSHINE) Marc El Clauiie 

Do you want upfront information on which records are going to hit the UK charts? Every week, futureHITS provides a comprehensive guide to fortheoming UK albums and singles releases, and fips the hits of tomorrow. 
futureHITS includes; • new release news • this week's Top 40 singles & albums charts • hit prédictions • this week's new chart entries • singles & albums reviews • future singles & albums releases by A-Z • next week's releases • future singles & albums releases by date • cumulative singles & albums charts for the year to date 

If you want to stay one jump ahead of the UK charts, read futureHITS 
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AIRPLAY FACTSHEET 

Top 50 airplay chart, although the fact it was aired on chart shows last week help it to jump 
• Radio was slow on Oasis' latest hit Sunday Morning Call but the record jumps 37-24 this 
26 airplay peak of their last hit. 

I Ever is in Who Feels Love? cond week • Virgin 1215 has never played to make the a Boyzone single so its support for Ronan Keating's single Life Is A Rollercoaster is a little unexpected. It aired the irack 34 times last week, making it one of its 10 most-played tracks. Another surprise - it also aired R&B supergroup Lucy Peari's Dance Tonight several 

AT A GLANCE WEEKLY MARKET SHARES 
TOP 10 COMPANIES TOP C0RP0RATE GROUPS 

airplay chart, which means that it's an Irish double on the nation's airwaves, with Ronan Keating's Life Is A Rollercoaster at number one and The Corrs' Breathless at number two. Keating's single added more than 15m to its audience last week to end Sonique's six week reign. The main contributor to Keating's surge was Radio One, which more than doubled its support of the single, playing it 25 times last week. Curiously enough, Radio Two concurred with the overall sales and airplay statistics - albeit in reverse order - with its most-played single being Breathless with 22 spins, with Rollercoaster in second place, it is the first time ever that the two best-selling singles in the country have also been the top two on Radio 2. 

Although Life Is A Rollercoaster is 
airplay hit, as last summer's When You Say Nothing At Ail peaked at number two. Its reign could be short, however. as Keating is being hotly pursued by Robble Williams, whose Rock DJ continues its scorching progress, making a 10-4 improvement. The highest climber in this week's chart is SpiMer's irrésistible rétro club hit Groovejet (If This Ain't Love), which surges 4548 after increasing its plays from 257 to 663 and its audience from 19.25m to 35.14m - an f more than 82%. It was aired s by Capital, a total bettered by just five records. At Radio One. it was the 20th most-played record with a comparatively modest tally of 17 plays, even though it is being used a great deal more often than that 

in a Radio One trailer currently being aired by both BBC1 and BBC2. On their third week on the airwaves, both Melanle C and Victoria Beckham's new singles register major improvements and are thus the two highest new entries to the Top 50. Melanie's I Tum To You scorches 53-27. 
plays (997) is the IBth largest of any track for last week but Radio One's meagre 13 plays yielded a fairly low audience. Fellow Spice Girl Beckham's Out Of Your Mind collaboration with the True Steppers and Dane Bowers got a bigger Radio One audience for its 10 plays, and jumps 69-38 overall despite a much smaller (445) tally of plays from the overall 

Craig David continues to have two 
île collaboration with Artful Dodger a 

Robble Craig improving 9-8 and his solo single 7 Days closing the gap with a 17-11 jump. Woman Trouble increased its audience by more than 10% last week, and 7 Days gained upwards of 17%. With FUI Me In still declining slowly (30-33), David's voice is easily the most heard on radio at présent. Declining only 5-6 on its second week in the sales chart, Steps' latest single isn't represented in the Top 50 of the airplay chart yet but that's partly due to radio exposure being given to both sides of the double A- sided success. Summer Of Love - the uptempo side-jumps 108-56 on airplay this week, with a respectable 504 plays, leapfrogging over the slower When I Said Goodbye, which improves 95-82, with 216 plays. If airplay for Summer Of Love and When I Said Goodbye was combined, the single would rank 34th on the airplay list this week. 

MTV Litll THE BOX nml 1 BOX BREAKERS ■ 
1 1 THE REAL SUM SHADY Einmem Interscope/Polydor 2 3 LIFE IS A ROLLERCOASTER Ronan Keating Polydor 3 133 SUMMER OF LOVE Steps Ebul/Jive 4 2 SPINN1NG AROUND Kylie Minogue Parlophone 5 m BREATHLESS The Corrs Atlantic 6 9 7 DAYS Craig David Wildstar 7 ES IWANT YOUR LOVE AtomicKitten Innocent 8 5 GOTTATELL YOU Samantha Mumba Wild Card/Polydor 9 8 OOPSL.I DID IT AGAIN Brilney Spears Jive 10 7 WE WILL ROCK YOU Five feat Queen RCA 

1 1 THE REAL SUM SHADY Eminem Polydor 2 5 FREESTYLER Bomfunk MCs INCredible 3 2 SUMMER OF LOVE Steps Ebul/Jive 4 El 1 TURN TO YOU Mel C Virgin 5 na FOR SURE Scooch Accolade 6 Eâa IT DOESNT MATTER Wyclef Jean Columbia 7 8 2 FACED Louise Ist Avenue/EMI 8 4 REACH S Club 7 Polydor 9 8 LIFE ISA ROLLERCOASTER Ronan Keating Polydor 10 3 7 DAYS Craig David Wildstar Most played videos on The Bot, w/e 10/7/2000 

1 1 JUMPIN'JUMPIN'Destin/s Child Columbia 2 Re WE WILL ROCK YOU Rve féal. Queen RCA 3 ES] YOU Point Break WEA 4 3 AFFIRMATION Savage Garden Columbia 5 CS3 DEAR JESSIE Rollergirl Neo 
7 5 l'LL NEVER STOP'N SYNC Jive 8 8 1 TURN TO YOU Christina Aguilera RCA 9 CE3 CALIFORNICATION Red Hot Chili Peppers WEA 10 EaS 3IL Soul U*nique MJM 

TOP OF THE POPS RADIO ONE PLAYUSTS MTV UK 
PLAYLISTS Bl LT-t 

@:uk J 

THE PEPSI CHART 
. Renan Keating: 7 Days Craig David; 

Bangers: When I Said Goodbyo/Sumrr 

RADIO TWO PLAYLISTS 
ng; Babylon David Gray; When i ert; No Ordlnary Morning Chicane; The hris de Burgh; My Flying Saucer Billy Bragg & 

h» Matlea; Il I Told You That Whimey Houston ichael; Flying Hlgh Morgan; -Swoot Poa, My 

sis for ncek Begmning 17/7/2000 
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NEW RELEASES - for week starting h'ly 24. 2000 
RECOMMENDED 

CATALOGUE 
NEW RELEASES LINDA RONSTADT: Prisoner In Disguise ^(Asylum 7559606032), Hasten Down The Wlnd (7559606162) Prisoner In Disguise from 1975 and Hasten Down The Wind from the following year are from a period when Ronstadt was mining a rich vein of 

songs out of 23 here, but the material is impeccably chosen, with covers of country standards like Crazy and I Will Always Love You. spirited Motown revivais (Heatwave and Tracks Of My Tears) and some fabulous songs by Karla Bonoff, most exceptionally Lose Again. 
BIAN HUNTER; Once ■ Bitten Twice Shy bla 4962842) HÀfinecompanion ■ album to 1998's Mott The Hoople Anthology, this 38- track double CD concentrâtes on Hunter's solo work, with nearly half the material here comprising previously unreleased démos and rarities. Hunter's uncomplicated rock mélodies conceal a talent for concise, witty and incisive lyrics - and any album featuring a live take of Ail The Young Dudes (written and produced for Mott The Hoople by avid fan David Bowie) featuring Def Leppard hamming it up can't be bad 

!Y LEE; The IBest Of Peggy Lee (Music Club MCCD 426) Exquisite phrasing, superb material and one of the smokiest and most relaxed voices ever to cross the MOR/jazz divide gave Peggy Lee a headstart over most of her peers, and she made the most of it. notching up a string of major hits. She gives songs like Sing A Rainbow, It Ain't Necessariiy So and Somebody Loves Me a unique twist, and her originals - including He's A Tramp and The Siamese Cat Song - are equally fine. 
S,GEORGE CUNTON: B Greatest Hits 0 (Capitol l| 72435254692),  ■ Extended Pleasure (72435347592) George Clinton is one of the most respected and sampled funk musicians of ail time, and there bas been an avalanche of material by the man, solo and with Parliament and Funkadelic. in recent months. These stand with the best of them. the first self-explanatory album revisiting classics like Atomic Dog and Do Pries Go With That Shake, while Extended Pleasure rounds up the 12-inch versions of eight tracks, adding up to more than 70 minutes' playing time and giving 

msm FR0NTL1NE RELEASES 
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INTERNET & DIGITAL BAD 

InDUSTRY UNITES FOR FINAI PUSH 
The fact that traditionai broadcast rivais are happy to work shoulder to shoulder is one ^ Hems|ey rep0rts increasing importance of digital radio and, indeed, the scale of the challenge in breakmg it through. Steve hemsieyrepor^ 
Bu 

s (ing for an indication of the scale of the challenge posed by the roll-out of digital radio, the atmosphère of co- opération between traditionally tierce rivais should speak volumes. Since the launch in 1997 of a self- funded industry body, the UK Digital Radio Forum, the BBC and the commercial radio industry have temporarily put their rivalries to one side and are united in a quest to convince the record industry, electrical retailers, hardware manufacturers and, uitimately. consumers of the benefits of the 

st (DAB) provides a dramalically superior alternative to the interference-ridden sounds of analogue radio. Digital radio sets are capable of transmitting text messages and radio's move to digital is cleariy a crucial step towards the ultimate goal of platform convergence. The framework for the launch of digital radio has been laid out by the Radio Authority's ongoing allocation of licences. The first commercial launch was last November with the arrivai of Digital One, which is owned by GWR and NTL. If the !t, 85% of 

the UK population will be able to receive digital signais by 2002. Radio stations broadcasting on the digital multiplexes are granted licences by The Radio Authority under the terms of the Broadcasting Acts of 1990 and 1996. The size of the digital spectrum itself was decided in 1995 and 1996 at two 

group pic 

GWR Digital driving 
digital with new radio 
brands. 

■ R#CK 1 

(gre 

■ 1 

C LA S S 1 C /m 

th another 30 
:h services 

international government conférences, where Britain obtained seven multiple) (see technology breakout, below). Between Digital One's national remi those régional multiplexes which have been divided up and allocated, 16 " have so far been awarded, still to be given out. The média groups that f ences uitimately décidé allow on their multiplex. Before any iplication process begins, participants invite third parties to submit possible s, which will usually include specialist music services, tions will be able to gue until the governr i off analogue services, in much the way as télévision will revert wholly to digital before 2010. Such is the pénétration of analogue sets that industry insiders believe the radio shutoff is from being imrr 

So far, the difficulty has been in convincing manufacturers that there is sufficient demand for sets. To date, only around 20,000 sets have been sold, and until the manufacturing and retaii industries join with the radio networks to push up volumes, prices will remain prohibitively high for mass consumption (see hardware breakout, p28). One place digital radio is beginning to find a home is the car industry. Among those already offering digital radio sets as an upgrade option are Rat, Alfa Romeo and BMW, while consumers can buy in-car digital sets and hi-fi tuners from electrical retailers, with prices starting at around £500. According to Peter Rorence, the founder and managing direcl 
the technology behind Digital One, digital radio is suffering from 

'Brondcasters antl record 
^ companies need lo see M 
h ^ ihe lechnology is widely 
ierôity ovailatile before investing in tecTn! 
;n

uf conlenl, and manufnclurers ZZ on and retailers wonl réassurance S^iswfdeT 
that the content is in place' - 
Peter Florence, RadioScape 

the BBC, Digital One and the two London networks, which are operated variously by Capital and Emap's CE Digital and new entrant Switchdigital. Ail of the capital's major stations are available in simulcast form, as are an increasing number of key ILRs across mainland Britain, and a raft of new services (see main players breakout, p28). Considering that digital radio is only just beginning to show signs of blossoming, its roots go surprisingly deep. The BBC has been involved in developing digital radio since the Eighties and launched its national radio stations in digital in September 1995. If commercial radio has taken longer to corne on board, its commitment appears to be wholehearted nonetheless. But whereas Sky and On Digital have been able to bankroll digital télévision pénétration with the offer of free hardware, such investment is beyond the reach of the radio industry. Add to this the fact that the UK has almost three times as many radios as TVs, with approximately 1 12m sets sold each year, and it is clear 

available before investing in content, and manufacturers and 

Rorence adds that the technology will become more widely accepted once portable digital radios are launched which can be powered by batteries. RadioScape has already developed the technology and licensed it to a number of manufacturers, but no date has yet been set for production to begin. Télécommunications provider NTL, which has supplied digital technology to most digital radio companies, induding Digital One, Now Digital, CE Digital and Score Digital, is frustrated that the hardware manufacturers have not been more proactive. "Although the UK is leading the world in 
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INTERNET & DIGITAL RADI — EDITED BY AD A M W 0 0 D S_ 
rs are looking at le global picture and feel the market hen 

 or Jon Trowsdale. 
îl® mail piifti'i pushlng tomoirow's wSieiesi 

ast week (July 12), GWR Group, The Wireless Group and Scottish Radio Holdings anniunced a new consortium. The Digital Radio Group, to bid for five régional multiplexes. Helping to drive the growth in digital radio is the UK Digital Radio Forum, which comprises 29 members including the BBC and manufacturers such as Arcam and Grundig, and is ohaired by Paul Brown, head of The Commercial Radio Companies Association. "Everyone is working hard to bring digital radio to a wider public,' says Brown. "The summer has seen an explosion in digital 
Everyone involved in digital radio is aware of the urgent need to get more sets on sale in UK shops. At the end of June there were around 500 independent DAB stockists as well as 150 Dixors and Currys stores, which have been selling the Panasonic Technics 5T GT1000 tuner since February, It is understood that Dixons is planning a point of sale campaign for digital radio in 

The BBC is currently broadcasting Its exlstlng national stations Radios One, Two, Three, Four and Five, as well as régional and local stations where local digital 
Scotland, for example, Is now heard on digital radio as part of the Score Digital licence awarded for Glasgow. Under broadcast législation, the BBC Is automatically glven "right of carrlage", which means its national and local stations are guaranteed space on a digital multiplex. Among the new digital stations under development is a muslc archive 

DIGITAL ONE Digital One opérâtes the UK's only national commercial digital radio network under a renewable 12-year licence from the Radio Authorlty. It is owned by GWR (63%) i NTL (37%) and went on air In f 1999. Stations broadcasting Include "■ ■ FM, Virgin Radio, ' ■' 

te 

Cardlff/Newport and Emap 
Leeds and Teeslde. 
SWITCHD1GITAL A joint venture bi Wireless Group, Clear between Kelvin MacKenzie's 

h the 
and training aid by electrical stores. Howard says focus groups have shown the impact of digital radio on those who have experienced it. and believes retail sales staff need to develop a better understanding of the technology. The opportunities digital radio offers the music industry are huge. Not only does the technology mean many more radio stations 

k station s, Life and y llstenlng station PrimeTime. Digital One has worked with the BBC to develop an on-going marketing campaign to promote digital radio uslng the trademark logo; "Digital radio, tomorrow's wireless". 
NOW DIGITAL A subsldiary of GWR Group, Now Digital has already won the licence for Wolverhampton/Shrewsbury/Telford and will launch nine services In January 2001 
is obvious potential to develop the text messaging facility as a useful marketing tool. As well as the name of the current track and artist, text programming could easily include additional release information, 

Joint venture: Digital One chlef executive Quentin Howard with Wireless Group's Kelvin MacKenzie 
Including Xfm and contemporary hits, maie rock and classlc soul stations. It has also won the licence for Bristol and Bath, and Coventry and has applled for other licences in Greater London, Bournemouth, Exeter, 
CE DIGITAL CE Digital Is a Joint venture between the Capital and Emap radio groups. They rolled out multiplexes In London, Birmingham and Manchester at the beginning of June bringlng 23 digital services to a potential 14m llsteners. These stations Include Capital FM, Kiss 100 and Magic. Separately, Capital Radio has won the 

given to specialist m 

about including a downloading facility on the sets and developing e-commerce opportunities which would allow listeners to buy tracks as they appear on the radio. "Digital radio appears a complex area t( 

the music industry ; but it will create a huge market," says Howard. "Dur task is to get people excited about it, to broadcast quality programmes and encourage the widespread manufacture and sale of digital receivers,". The BBC spends around £6m a year on digital radio. Glyn Jones, managing editor of BBC Digital Radio, says that since 1988 numerous meetings have been held with the music industry, which he believes stiil has to wake up to the full implications of digital radio. He has, however, answered requests for digital radio sets from labels and from The Musioians' Union to ailow them to 

Ginger Media and the Carphone Warehouse, Swltehdigltal launched the second commercial digital radio multiplex for London at the end of June carrylng services including Heart 106.2FM, BBC London Llve, Jazz FM and Virgin Radio's new classlc soul venture The Groove. In addition, Ministry Of Sound has launched Its brand on to radio for the first time through its own Joint venture with Clear Channel. David Dunne, managing dlrector of Ministry Of Sound Radio, hopes the launch will encourage more younger radio listeners to become early adopters of digital radio. 
SCORE DIGITAL Score Digital, owned by Scottish Radio Holdings, launched on June 7 In Glasgow and has also won the licence for Edinburgh where services will start In October. The Glasgow multiplex went on air at the beginning of June, launched by Texas's Sharleen Spiteri. Texas became the first band to feature simultqneously on the three Scottish Radio Holdings digital channels, Clyde 1, Clyde 2 and the new contemporary country station 3C. Other stations on the multiplex are QFM, Kiss, Xfm, BBC Scotland and Aslan service Sunrise. 
familiarise themselves with the Jones is confident that the Bl well-placed to see a return on its "We are in a différent world n the Eighties," says Jones. "We ar the expansion of digital radio beyono auoio, to include broadcast multimédia content such as wireless internet and interactive content 

fesiailegf: «M H eas de sii whifi ii aiBisIBs 
WHAT IS DAB? Digital Audio Broadcast (DAB) is the digital sound broadcasting System defined by the Eurêka 147 proJect consortium In the Eighties and Is now a European and 
signais broadcast via terrestrlal or satellite networks. DAB has been adopted by many countrles In Europe as well as Canada and Singapore, although not In the US. 
WHAT ARE THE MAIN ADVANTAGES OF DAB OVER ANALOGUE RADIO? • Crystal clear sound. • Efficient use of spectrum and more services; digital broadcasting uses the alrwaves more efficlently than analogue, allowlng a wider range of programmes and 
• Complementary text and data; digital radio allows multimédia programmes with a text feature which can be used to promote tracks belng played, to provide news about an act or tour or for advertislng. • No interférence; the digital signal is converted into blnary dlgits which can be carrled on radio waves which resists 
HOW DOES DAB WORK? DAB Works by comblnlng two digital technologies: • Musicam Is a compression System which reduces the vast amount of digital Information requlred by discardlng sounds 

of carrylng data which allows several programme services and additional services to be transmitted wlthin a frequency channel. Each multiplex Is made up of 2,300,000 bits, carries a mixture of stereo and mono broadeasts and data (text) services. The fewer the services that are carrled, the better the audlo quality of 
HOW MANY MULTIPLEXES ARE THERE? 

There are seven wlthin the UK and they are overseen by the Radio Authorlty. One was given to the BBC for Its national services, one allocated to a national commercial service (awarded to Digital One) and the remalnlng five have been broken up and allocated for local and régional radio In England and national stations In Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland with the condition that local BBC stations are Included automatically. 

HOW WILL DIGITAL SERVICES INTERACT WITH MULTIMEDIA SERVICES SUCH AS THE INTERNET? The Eurêka Project has already developed a multimédia application which Is known as the Broadcast Web Site application. Software developer RadioScape has worked with the BBC on this technology which broadeasts HTML and image files that can be browsed by a DAB receiver connected to a PC. This enables radio companies to broadcast web sites or services via digital radio. Psion Intomedla, which has bought a 7.4% stake In RadioScape, has devlsed the Wavefinder digital aerlal which slts on the wall and connects to a PC. The Wavefinder décodés DAB and displays maps of ail DAB stations. These allow links to websites and can be arranged by muslc 
WHAT DIGITAL RADIO TUNERS ARE AVAILABLE? Manufactures such as Arcam, Cymbol, TAGMcLaren and Technics have produced in-home tuners while In-car Systems have been developed by companies including Blaupunkt, Clarion, Grundig, JVC, Kenwood, Pioneer and Sony. Usually the cheapest tuner Is the Panasonic Technics 5T GT1000 which is sold through Dixons and Currys prlced under £500, while a card that couverts a PC Into a radio costs around £200. 
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JDITED BY ADAM WOODS — INTERNET & DIGITAL RADI 

TURN ON, TUNE IN AND LOG ON 
The launch last week of Capital Interactive's £5.5m internet radio package featuring the fledgeling medium's first stand-alone 
products is setto challenge both traditional broadcasting and the brave new worlds of digital and internet radio. By Adam Woods 
The £5.5m launch of Capital Interactive's internet radio services last Wednesday (July 12) not only marked the largest investment in the médium by a British broadcaster, but aiso offered yet another alternative to the online radio templates adopted by Capitai's terrestrial competitors. UK broadcasters are naturally attracted to 
provides from the closely-regulated radio market, but also for its global reach and the access it offers to an online audience. During the past few years and, more pertinently, the past few months, an extraordinarily broad collection of websites has grown up, ostensibly under the banner of internet radio, but ultimately defying any kind of collective définition. The models range from the pure streaming approach. as practised today by just about every radio station of any the elaborate, largely pre-recorded format favoured by entertainment portais such as Pseudo.com and MTV's SonicNet in the US ;e breakout, p30). re numerous différent 

its five national stations - ail of whioh streamed virtually in their entirety. In t 
Jding service l payers. By contrast, Stormlive, management team includes former Radio One DJ Bruno Brookes and ex-Top Of The Pops producer Rio Blaxill, is a globally minded internet-only station based on the traditional radio model, incorporating playlists, celebrity "ejays" such as Nell McAndrew and Jo Ouest, and a 24-hour live broadcast. The station ocoupies a grey légal area, as it is still in the process of attempting to secure streaming rights. With no industry-wide royalty rate in place, the only option for internet-only radio stations is to deal separately with every rights holder. Capital last week announced that 

having persuaded Universal, EMI, BMG, 

T% 

oli T ->• 
U' 

r 

Such activity could another example of the aimless spirit fostered by the internet. But the argument for internet radio as a bright médium is too intriguing to 
The internet's status as a global médium is regarded by the majority of Britaln's online radio players as a suprême challenge - an opportunity to leave behmd the limitations of traditional radio. Just as importantly, internet radio allows stations and advertisers to infiltrate those times of the day when radio sets are off and computers are on. Some commentators have even suggested that internet radio could develop fast enough in the coming years to smother digital radio at birth. However, their very différent usage patterns suggest that the two horses are not 

sure of the value of the rights they hold." says Nelson. "But our idéal would be allowing listeners to fit our sohedules 

first leading radio ipany to launch id-alone products fo 

'Unlil the internet can deliver 
rodio to the bedroom, hnth- SI" 
room or kilchen, I think its ^room, bg 

challenge to traditional radio challenge to tr: 
listening will be limited' - ES6 bbc 
Simon Nelson, BBC Radio 

mainstream players will help internet radio to penetrate the mass market remains to be seen. But quite apart from such corporate activity, the médium has already established itself as a cuit of significant proportions. The number of stations currently online is generally estimated at around 6,000, although one internet magazine recently set the figure as bigh as 9,000. The minuscule size and 
se with they are belng irs of the accurate estimate virtually impossible. These foot soldiers take a number of forms: the pre-recorded -pseudo' stations; 
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services development Simon Nelson. "But the beauty of radio and the internet is that they are totally complementary. The peak time for radio consumption is 7am, while the peak time for internet consumption Is 7pm. That gives us the opportunity to extend our reach into the evening, which is the time we offer much of our specialist output. The at- work listener is another important target. When we begin archiving programmes or parts of programmes, we have the opportunity to allow those people to catch up with our breakfast and morning output through the day." One of the most attractive opportunities for terrestrial broadcasters is this opportunity to archive shows. Prior to Capitai's déclaration of intent last week, no UK radio station had daimed to have solved the licensing issues which have prevented this from happening legitimately. As the situation stands. PPL can only license online radio stations as an extension of an existing terrestrial or digital licence, and even then 

| Aslream offers clients in ifie music and film industries ng média solution tobroadcasî 
1 live and on-demand audipvisual material ma the inlernel 
1 From Net radio through to Internet TV 1 Whatever your broadcasting requirements I Contact Astream for a one-stop streaming solution | 

Capture -> Encode -> Hdst -> Publicise 

www.Astream.co.uk [SlfTli 61 C : 

Call stream on +44 (0)20 7681 8282 c e-mail info@astream.co.uk 



INTERNET & DIGITAL RAD 

f«f nie®, l»i Si Si rallia? 

were once Kept at bay by the sturdy fences of territorial reach and licensing, and the sustinence of advertising and audience were relatively easy to find, new arrivais suddenly find themselves competing for food against every animal In the jungle. This is true of advertising. which cannot in praotioe be tailored to différant markets at thls stage. Even if it could, it would take a global sales house to sell it. "Down the line, there is potential to replace the advertising that goes out on air with targeted, territory-specific advertising." says Ginger Media Group director, online, John Ousby, who launched virginradio.com in March 1996. "At this stage, internet radio advertising Is only really suitable for global brands or 
It is also true of audiences, An ILR station might relish the opportunity to reach the entire country, but, in a purely form at least, it has little 

radio station. The open market of the internet means that even the biggest players will be exposed to rivais they never knew they had. The BBC has taken to the internet with no interest in winning overseas listeners, but Nelson is well aware that soon it will be obliged to regard overseas radio stations as its compétition. Blaxill compares Stormlive to Radio Caroline in the eariy Sixties, 

" says John Ginger Media Group. "Radio Is m a collection of songs, and nchcast [part of US entertainment site Launch.com] is not the same as a linear, pre-produced show that keeps people entertained and caters to the offline as well as the online llstener." Ultimately, the public will décidé, but with streaming companles charging as much as £750,000 to run a high-quality, 24-hour live webcast, It is not hard to see why streaming sites are optlng to abandon the live radio format. "If you look on (internet radio dlrectory) NetRadlo.com, what has actually emerged Is a hybrld of live muslc and content-on- demand," says Alex Wolfe of streaming company Astream, which provides server capaclty for Stormlive as well as a host of smaller stations. "The majority of stations, 
bobbing around on the internet, preparing to confound the doubtefs on the shore. But in practice, there are as many as 9,000 boats of greater or lesser size. So how does a station go about creating a point of différence in such a market, when programming alone may not be enough? Stormlive prides itself on its responsiveness, and its relevance to an online audience. Its "ejays" refer regularly to other websites and conduct email exchanges with online listeners. "What we are broadcasting is going 

pre-recorded format for the time being, is Ministry of Sound. Ministry's audio-on- demand radio station, Soundsystem, Is easily 
straight to the heart of a PC user," says creative director Blaxill. Virgin's solution is to offer e-tail opportunités and a host of exclusive online features based around its terrestrial product. In January, Virgin become the first UK radio station to sign up to Arbitron. the independent média auditing service based in the US, and is currentiy topping its audience listings with 205,000 unique listeners a month. The focus of the site is the Ginger Interactive Media Player (GIMP), which, among other things, offers the opportunity 

the most-vlsited section of its site, with 4.5m listeners since September 1999. Head of radio David Dunne says the company is "platform-agnostlc", adding that he hlmself is not certain whether or not Soundparty counts as a radio station. "It dépends how you define radio," he says. "It's not a live 24-hour station, but that doesn't preculde the fact that we might one day create one." But It is not only terrestrial radio vétérans who are susplcious of streaming sites which stray too far from the establlshed radio template, shedding DJs and adding features such as video content and archived programming. Gavin Starkes, managing director of streaming speclallst Tornado Productions, believes sites which attempt to offer a wide range of audio and Visual entertainments run the rlsk of spreadlng themselves too thin. "If you are an entertainment presence, you have to ask yourself what form of entertainment you are actually trylng to provide," says Starkes. "Building an internet radio station into a complété entertainment portai looks great, but what Is your cote competency? The most important thing is to do one thing well." 
to buy goods from concert tickets to the record currentiy on air. Capital Interactive, with its proposed personalised online programming, believes the vast scale of the internet means the traffic is there to be found, provided you oan target sufficient numbers of niche markets. "When you go online, you might be a smaller fish in a bigger pool," says Capital Interactive managing director Mark Frost. "But the pool is so damn big that the smaller fish could be bigger than the bigger fish in the smaller pool of traditional radio." 

Radio 

Broadcast: London's digital dancefloor 
on the Switch Digital multiplex. 

Internet: Five channels. 
500,000 monthly users. 

Syndication: Ministry of Sound Shows. 
21.5 million global listeners weekly. 

www.ministryofsound.com 



EXPER I ENCE 1 S 

at the Online Music awards fo 
Oasis live from the Maple Leaf 
Gardens, Toronto 
Paul McCartney live from the Cavern, 
Liverpool 

Europe's leading webcaster of live music events 
Other recent webcasts include We have the skills. infrastructure and Robbie Williams from Slane Castle to capacity to deliver the internet for you. 
a live audience of 6 million Worldwide, If you need to be absolutely certain 
and 95.8 Capital FM's Party in the Park that your event will fulfill its potential - for The Princes Trust, giveusacall. MediaWave 
tel: 0800 1699882 email: infoamediawave.co.uk web: www.mediawave.co.uk Broadcast quality webcasting 
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TC VIDEO 
twentieth century vidée 

• CD & Video Duplication ____ • Video compressed to CD/DVD • DVD Authoring ' • Multimedia & Video Production j • CD Business Cards   
Icontaçm tokings department oi n Tel: 020 8904 6271 Fax: 020 8904 0172 Extensive range of new retail music, video, dvd and games fixtures 

New hi-capacity storagi racks for professional or home us 
DOUBLE DARE! 

Tel.: 01296/615151. Fax: 01296/612865 e-mail: info@lift-uk.co.ul http; www.lift-systems.at LIFT 

W/O r cor ^ r50 CDs -£80/^QO QDs - £.150 
^iopTioo 

Bk SI 

0800 980 74 58 inloâllieretojdinîworitshop.co.iik 

CD single 
Specidist 

POSTING RECORDS, 
CD's, CASSETTES, DAT? 

Then use our 
PROTECTIVE ENVELOPES For AIL your packaging needs - call us NOW!! 

id Krisfina on; 020 8341 7070 

JUKE BOX 
SERVICES OVER 300 1 JUKEBOXES 1 IN STOCK 

020 7261 0118 

CARRIER BAGS 
NE 

Cassette Video o     Card masterbags CD, Paper?" 12'& 12" POLYLINED, Polythene sleeves & Resea Mailing envelopes. Video types available. Also a" -1 Window displays CD/Record cleaning d PVC sleeves for 7" 10" DVD ca 

Best pt „ . Phone for somples Phone: 01283 566823 Fax: i Unit 2, Park Street, Borton On Trent, \E-mQil: malpriesl@aol.com Web: wwwsoundwholesaleltd 

.EICESTER TEL 0116 - 253 6136 FAX 0116 - 251 4485 

COMING SOON TO THE UK MUSIC INDUSTRY ... 
- the vital link between you and your customers 

The Music Week Directory 2001 is now in production.Your basic listing is free, but to ensure you benefit from 
maximum exposure to your target audience, book your enhanced entries NOW! 

Froc listings: Graham Walker - tel: 020 7940 8525 ema.l: mwd.rectory@un.tedbu Logo entries: Kim Roach - tel: 020 7940 8569 email: Kroachfgumtcdbusmessmed., Display ads:TKe sales team - tel: 020 7940 8606 email: swalker@un.tedbus.nessm 
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FRONTLINE - COMPILED BY KAREN FAUX aei: 0208 543 4830/(aux@btinternet.com) 

RETAIL FOCUS: AVALANCHE 

n Kevin Buckle's décision to f Vis store in Edinburgh's Lady m 
'e got m 

strategy. -The store was the shop 1 ever worked in - and that is going back 20 years now," he says. -It was nice to bring it into the Avalanche fold and we needed to tar- get a corner of the city where there was a tnar- ket gap for one of our indie stores." That acquisition was made back In the mid- Eighties and since then Buckle's high expectations have been fulfilled. With - stores in Edinburgh and one in Glasgow, the chain's turnover in the tirst half of this year is £100,000 up on the iast. *We have a big advantage in Glasgow in that we are near to ' ' s collèges and have no e neighbouring compétition," says In the West Nicholson Street store to Edinburgh University while rurgh store, in Coburn Street, 
Buckle says that over the years the gap in 

music - although the Glasgow store is currently very strong on heavy métal. For Buckle the secret of success is to have a lot of différent strings to bis bow, and this means specialising in back catalogue CDs and secondhand vinyl. "These days there are not enough new reieases from the record companies," he says. "When you are reliant on making ail ; 

.  people world, "We get a lot of and one US vlsltor recently said it was the highlight of hls European tour." says Kevin Buckle. Artists most eagerty sought on the format Include Radiohead, Sonic Youth, Stereolab, Spiritualized, Garbage, Nirvana, Mansun and Stone Roses. Anythlng on 4AD, Sub Pop, Wax Trax and Mo Wax 1s always in demand. 
obviously you are going to be in trouble," At the end of Iast year Buckle decided to focus firmly on exploiting mid-price catalogue, recognising that there would be a dearth of new reieases around the Christmas and new year period. "We started negotiating deals for the best half of record companies' mid-price catalogues before Christmas but it quiokly 

3 selling It for £5.99 each or a two- for-£10 deal which is going extremely well." This week Avalanche's biggest album seller by a mile is the Coldplay album with Morcheeba, Badly Drawn Boy and Belle & Sébastian running behind it. In its singles department Bail Boy's I Hate Scotland has shifted bucketloads. "On the whole we don't sell many singles but there is always the odd one that cornes a long and does really well, and justifies stocking the format." says Buckle. One of the aspects of the business that Buckle dérivés greatest enjoyment from is vinyl. "Whereas a few years ago we would be selling 12 inches for £1.99 each or three for £5, we are now selling them for £10 to £15 each," he says. "We are seeing people coming in and regularly spending £100 to £200 in one go and this area now accounts for a third of our business." Avalanche; 17 West Nicholson Street, Edinburgh EH8 9DA, tel; 0131 668 2374, website: www.avalanche.com 
IN-STORE NEXT WEEK (from 24/7/00) 

rr. v Windows - "Price Hammer' sale: In-store - ;Scooch, Less Than Jake, World Titles, Shazz, Earth Vol,4, Hardfloor, Kings Of Tomorrow; Press ads - Rico, Scooch, Shazz, Earth Vol.4, Hardfloor. Kings Of Tomorrow, World Titles, Bruckner, Red Line, Santana, Motorhead 
înie C, Sonique, Bloodhound Toni Braxton; Albums - Five, 46, Perfect Storm, Latin Fever: In-store - CDs for £6.98 or two for £10, budget campaign with CDs for £2.98 or four for £10 

i Than Jake, Différent Gear vs The F In-store - Friends, Now! 46, Bleachin', Ayia Napa The Album, 
Scooch, Mansun, Santana 

_ Singles - M. 
AWtr;; 

In-store - £6.99 CD campaign Comedy and Prodigy: In-store dlsplay boards - Through The Eyes, Andrew Weatherall's 9 O'Clock Drop, High Fidelity, Modest Mouse, Laurent Garnier, Dirty Beatnlks, 400% 

JO.DVDs for £9.99, 
igh Fidelity, Sleepy 

S5J Singles - Craig David, Santana, Moloko.  jiPoint Break, Scooch, Différent Gear vs The Police; Windows - "Fantastic Summer Value" campaign. Now! 46, Virgin Mobile, Summer Of Sam; In-store - Now! 46, Latin Fever, Sleepy Hollow DVD 

Truth, s - Reiner, John Lee Hooker, Big House, Cambridge Folk Festival 97-99, Dwight Twilley, Emetrex 

Singles - Santana, Moloko, Bomfunk inmca i MCs; Windows - Rancid, V2000 lîtmrmvBiÈ J promotion, The Corrs. Summer Of Sam, • two CDs for £20, singles sale; In-sl two CDs for £20 inoluding David Gray, D'Angelo, Moloko; Listening posts - Pink, Sonique. Morgan, Black Sabbath, Tony Mahal, Badly Drawn Boy 
Windows - Nowl 46, The Corrs, Ronan Keating, Scooch, Craig David, Santana, Macy Gray; In-store - Heather Small, Bright Eyes, Andrew Weatherail, DJ Krush, Point Break, Tee Bone. Rico, Low Gold, Moloko. Clint Boon, Day One; Press ads - Bomfunk MCs, Craig David, Différent Gear vs The Police, Elevator Suite, Five, Josh Wink, Locked On, Mauro Picotto, MJ Cole, Morcheeba, Ronan Keating, Santana, Scooch, Shanks & Bigfoot, Storm 

- Latin Fever, Now 46; ! - Eminem, Morcheeba, WH Smith * 

Gear vs The Police: Albi Destiny's Child; In-store - David Gray, Santana, Five, Now! 46, Summer Breeze, Latin Fever, buy any album and 1 ' ■ £2.99 

ON THE SHELF 
JUSTIN ELLORY, 

manager, Tower Records, 
Piccadiily, London 

listening faciliUes. People ha to use our internet tables since we installed them and they help to build traffic - particular-  ne. DVD has just been given i in the bc io got our singles department. Although DVD is doing a roaring trade it doesn't seem to be taking anything away from video and we sdll have an extensive VHS range. We do extremely good business with film and show soundtracks and this department is situated on the experience has shown it works bucketloads of Marna Mla ara 

import department is reissued show and film Without a doubt the big album this week is Coldplay and it is looking iike being one of the biggest albums of the year. There haven't been very many new bands coming through and this is just the sort of album we have been waiting for. Morcheeba. Eminem, David Gray and Richard Ashcroft are stili flying out and our best-selling singles are Aaliyah. Ronan Keating and The Corrs. This week we kicked off our sale, which offers two chart albums for £20, and we are running a promotion with US label Sun Dazed, which features product from the Sixties. We have also been promoting the Barblcan's Brazilian Festival, with a wide range of reieases both here and at the venue. Recent PAS have Included Westlife, Northern Line and Janls lan, and we're looking to bringing in some more exciting names in the not too distant future." 

First up is an album from Glen Matlock - of former Sex Pistols famé - which is set for release on August 14. Called Open Mind, and released on Peppermint, it's getting a good reaction so far and will benefit from Matlock's 
Bennett's Hardland. This traditional Scottish piper has overlaid his sound with big beat and techno, and is getting everyone from folkles to young kids jumping around. He'll be closing this year's Cambridge Folk Festival 

On the mid-price front we've got a campaign rolling out for the Heartbeat and Ras labels. We have 12 reissues, ail with bonus samplers attached. that cover Culture, Yellowman, Sugar Minott and Jullan Marley. Meanwhile, Trojan's recently released Upsetters Collection Volume 3, which cornes in a smart Digipak with a 50- 

ONTHEROAD 
CON CREAN, 

national sales manager, 
Proper Music 

page booklet, is going down well. Joe Ely's Live At Antones is getting a good response from fans who have been waiting for an album that pulls together ail of his best known tracks. Also in a country vein. Suzy Boguss's eponymous album, released in the US Iast year, is due to hit the racks next week and Radio Two has been giving it good exposure, We're expecting good business for John Prlne's forthcoming best of which is scheduled for the end of August while our four-CD Bebop set is building our jazz sériés into a serious collection. New acts to watch are the Greenwich-based band, Unconscious Collective, who have a forthcoming album titled Weather Of The Future and have been alternatively compared to Beck and The Beatles. I am also building profile for Jango, who have been picked up by Radio Two and have a new album coming called Gloser To Home, on August 7." 
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(daoley@unitedbusinessmedia.com) D 
As|f a anver wateringcan was not enough, tho BP) council decldod that outgolngdlrecior général JOHN DEACON (pictured, rlght) could not do wlihout this rathor tasty framed Oliver Preston cartoon. Whlle Deac captured hero In ail hls splendeur conductlng the roll of honour of BPI chalrmen the m good news for current chalrman ROB DICKINS (left), slneo tho décision was taken to foaturo tho execs as thoy looked during thelr tenure of tho post. This means moro hair, for example, for Chris Wright, comparod with a bang-up- tedate imago of the incumbent chalrman. Moanwhlle, If Dlcklns gets hls way, expert overyone to bo on thelr feet for hlm at hfs planned exit as chalrman at noxt year's AGM. Prompting the gathering to riso for retiring DG Deacon, he told them, "If H was me, l'd expert a standing ovation.'1 

Remember where you heard 
it: Want to know what a gangsta Wapper looks iike? 
Then step forward please 
Orange CEO Hans Snook, 
who revealed that he's known as Snook 
Doggy Dogg in mobile phone circles.. Just who at HMV has kept Rob 
Dickins waiting in line to be served? 
The BPI chairman namechecked the 
retailer in his AGM speech last 
Wednesday as he warned that 
customers fed up being left "standing in 
a queue at HMV" could end up illegally 
downloading the music they wanted 
instead... So was Trevor Dann a victim 
of his own success, climbing so high up 

ai Instant Karma boss ROB DICKINS duo to celebrate lis hatf century on July 24 (an on-the-cusp Léo - draw m conclusions) wo can probably expert a le akin to the one (abovo) as the BPI Id industry muckers to trip the I. Although, he might want to ask them to leave tho check tablecloths and funny hybrid mole bunny hats at home. Clowning it back in the old Warner days are, from left, Dickins, MAX HOLE and PAUL CONROY. 
CUSTOMER CAREUNE K you have any comments or queries arising from this issue of Music Week, please contact AJax Scott at email- ascott@unmf.com fax +44 (020) 7407 7094; or Write to - Music Week Feedback, Fburth Floor, 8 Montague Close, london SEl 9UR.  

the BBC's greasy pôle that he fell into 
the senior management iayer DG Dyke 
condemned to the sin bin? Possibly. 
But, before the tears were dry last 
week, one BBC insider suggests some 
senior executives were actually 
ceiebrating after they heard Dann was 
leaving...Elsewhere in the BBC, could 
changes be afoot shortly inside the 
corridors of Radio Two?...The news that 
the history of doom and gloom is about 
to be exposed on celluloïd with a biopic 
of Factory may have inspired Poptones 
punk rocker Alan McGee to include Joy 
Division's Heart And Soul in his 
eclectic DJing set at the Notting Hill 
Arts Club last week. But, did Hook's 
rumbling bass manage to shift Bobby 
Gillespie, loafmg in a chair next to the 
DJ, out onto the dance floor? You can 
bet it didn't. Even the Dame failed to 
lift him...London Records took off for 
the day last Thursday for its now annual 
cricket match against Tracey Bennett's 
local village team - and they won, 
though no thanks to ringer (and Warner 
chairman) Nick Phillips, who scored a 
golden duck...Which top international 
record company suit seemed 
entranced by the clothing - or rather 
lack of it - being worn by one of his 
colleagues at the IFPI Platinum 
gathering in Brussels?...Zomba chief 
Clive Calder made a rare flying visit to 

mi 
London last week. Luckily for him, his 
sériés of key internai meetings 
coincided with the fight between Lennox 
Lewis and François Botha (another 
South African-born contender now 
residing in the US), which he was set to 
attend before returning to NYC on 
Sunday moming-.Going by the bill they 
put together, Party In The Park 
organisers can hardly be surprised they 
were hit by continuai downpours at 
London's Hyde Park. Opening the show 
were Travis whose most famous song is 
Why Does It Always Rain On Me?, while 
the grand finale included Marti Pellow, 
best known as a member of Wet Wet 
Wet...Among those enjoying the 
excellent hospitality under cover were 
Liverpool legend and current Blackburn 
Rovers manager Graeme Souness and 
several Capital Radio rivais, including 
Radio Two présenter Steve Wright, 
GWR's Ralph Bernard and Steve 
Orchard, and DMG's Paul Chantier, who 
was more than happy to treat himself 
to the catering on offer...Not every 
artist performing was best pleased - it 
wasn't so much the weather as the 
précautions that had - or rather hadn't 
- been taken against it, plus the sheer 
size of the line-up, which left more than 
one muttering about being treated Iike 
cattle...Andy Prevezer's new PR outfit 
can be contacted on 020 8749 6110 
from the end of the month  

GRAVES was snapped handing over one of George Benson's guilars to HMV's RUDY OSDRIO. The signed axe - actually an ibanez GB10 for you fret bores - is currcntly on display at the ISO Oxford Street in London store and is first prize in running in the current issue of HMV C m left Osorio, Nipper at 
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